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 The Fourteenth Amendment has been among the most transformative and controversial 

parts of the U.S. Constitution.  Although contestation involving this amendment has primarily 

revolved around the U.S. Supreme Court’s interpretation and enforcement of Section 1’s limits 

on the states,1 there has also been recurring concern about the amendment’s validity.2  Since the 

late-1980s, Bruce Ackerman has brought these issues of validity into the mainstream of 

constitutional scholarship.3  But he has treated the amendment’s validity as largely independent 

from contestation over problems of meaning.  In addition, he has argued that even though this 

textual addition was (and remains) invalid based on the criteria for constitutional amending set 

forth in Article V of the Constitution, it nevertheless became fully valid as part of the 

Constitution during the reconstruction era based on processes of constitutional amending that 

were authoritative independently of Article V.4 

*Copyright © 2015 by Wayne D. Moore.  All rights reserved.  Prepared for presentation at the 2015 
Annual Meeting of the Western Political Science Association.  I apologize that I have not finished 
working on the notes for this paper.  Thanks to Mark Brandon for some early exchanges of ideas on topics 
intersecting those addressed here.  I also appreciate the feedback I received while working on issues of 
constitutional authority during the founding era, specifically in relation to Moore (APT 2013) and Moore 
(forthcoming Handbook 2015). 
**Associate Professor, Department of Political Science, Virginia Tech. 
1 Cite, e.g., Brandwein.  Also refer to controversy, secondarily, about the scope of powers delegated to 
Congress by Section 5 (including WHO may interpret Section 1’s limits for various purposes, and HOW 
they may do so). 
2 See Wayne D. Moore, “The Fourteenth Amendment’s Initial Authority: Problems of Constitutional 
Coherence,” Temple Political & Civil Rights Law Review, vol. 13 (2004), 515-45, esp. at 519-21 incl. the 
works cited at nn. 8-16. 
3 Cite Ackerman, “Constitutional Politics/Constitutional Law,” Yale Law Journal (1989); We the People, 
3 vols., cite. 
4 Cite Ack and explain his treatment of 14th amdt re Article V and his originalist premises. 

                                                 



  

 I am not convinced that the Fourteenth Amendment was entirely invalid and 

unauthoritative based on Article V or that Ackerman has provided a satisfactory account of the 

amendment’s initial and subsequent authority based on other relevant criteria.  Instead of 

presuming that the only interesting and important questions are whether or not the Fourteenth 

Amendment and other parts of the Constitution were initially or subsequently valid, I seek to 

account for the variability and thus potential partiality of constitutional authority.5  In addition, 

instead of relying only on one criterion to assess the authority of the Fourteenth Amendment, I 

seek to account for the authority of this text and other parts of the U.S. Constitution across 

multiple dimensions.  Thus I seek to develop a multi-dimensional model of variable 

constitutional authority. 

 In prior work, I have relied on James Madison’s arguments in The Federalist to identify 

five sets of criteria relevant to analysis of the U.S. Constitution’s initial authority.  Those criteria 

are: 

(1F) the Articles of Confederation and other antecedent constitutional norms;  

(2F) processes of formal constitutional ratification involving “the people” and those acting on 
their behalf;  

(3F) principles of republican governance;  

(4F) the Constitution’s instantiation of the people’s foundational political commitments; and 

(5F) the people’s affirmation of constitutional norms outside the channels of formal 

5 Throughout this paper, I shift between references to the Fourteenth Amendment’s “validity,” 
“legitimacy,” and “authority.”  I use the first two terms primarily to refer to legal validity or legitimacy, 
which I regard as explicitly or implicitly involving claims of legal authority or authoritativeness.  I also 
use the term “authority” more broadly to include extra-legal and non-legal authority which, when linked 
to principles of popular sovereignty, trace to the people’s foundational political authority.  For a fuller 
treatment of the concept of constitutional “authority” and its relationships to constitutional “validity” and 
“legitimacy,” see Moore (2013). 
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ratification.6 

Each of these criteria distinctively links the Constitution’s authority to that of the purportedly 

sovereign “people.”  Madison drew on them to support categorical claims that the Constitution 

would be authoritative upon its approval in the manner contemplated by Article VII.  But 

versions of each of these criteria equally support analysis of ways that the U.S. Constitution 

would have partial – or incomplete – authority based on principles and practices of popular 

sovereignty.  In addition, together they support analysis of the Constitution’s authority across 

multiple dimensions, not only one.7 

 Because of differences between the U.S. Constitution’s founding and formal amending, it 

is necessary to adapt or modify some these criteria to address the Fourteenth Amendment’s 

initial authority.  Paralleling the criteria for constitutional amending set forth in the Articles of 

Confederation (conceived as antecedent constitutional norms) that were pertinent to analysis of 

the original U.S. Constitution’s derivative authority, we may view the amending provisions in 

Article V of the Constitution as standards for assessing the derivative authority of amendments to 

that Constitution.8  It also makes sense to regard those processes as vehicles through which 

representatives acting on behalf of “the people” may amend the Constitution in ways that parallel 

the modes of formal ratification set forth in Article VII.  Thus Article V’s criteria combine 

6 See APT (2013) and Handbook (forthcoming 2015).  I am re-naming the criteria here to facilitate 
distinguishing them from those I use to analyze the Fourteenth Amendment’s initial authority. 
7 See APT (2013) and Handbook (2015).  I am not presuming or claiming these are the only relevant 
criteria for assessing the Con’s auth or that of constitutional amendments. Also not claiming that subseq 
auth is entirely a function of initial auth.  Nor is my focus only on the Con’s auth as law – or on its 
relevance only to judl interp and enforcement.  See APT for a treatment of some of these issues. 
8 Plus, many of the criteria for analyzing the Constitution’s founding and amending may be conceived as 
antecedent norms.  This is one among numerous ways that the criteria overlap. 
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elements of what I have identified as Madison’s first and second criteria. 

 In addition to analyzing (1A) the Fourteenth Amendment’s initial authority based on 

Article V, I initially planned to analyze in this paper that amendment’s initial authority based on 

four additional sets of criteria: 

(2A) processes of formal constitutional amending, beyond those set forth in Article V, 
involving “the people” and those acting on their behalf;  

(3A) principles of republican governance; 

(4A) the amendment’s instantiation of the people’s foundational political commitments; and 

(5A) the people’s affirmation of the amendment outside formal processes of constitutional 
amending.9 

The second of these criteria (2A) is also a branch of Madison’s second criterion (2F) for 

analyzing the Constitution’s initial authority.  Versions of Madison’s third, fourth, and fifth 

criteria (3F, 4F, and 5F) apply relatively straightforwardly to the addition of formal amendments 

to the U.S. Constitution (as criteria 3A, 4A, and 5A, respectively). 

 Reliance on all five of these criteria would support a relatively robust, multi-dimensional 

understanding of the Fourteenth Amendment’s initial authority.  Among other things, such an 

approach would facilitate linking problems with the Fourteenth Amendment’s initial authority to 

problems with the original Constitution’s initial and subsequent authority.  It would also 

contribute to linking the amendment’s procedural pedigree to issues of substance that are equally 

pertinent to analyzing problems of constitutional authority.  Going further, it would also provide 

bridges for exploring connections between processes of constitutional amending and processes of 

9 Part III of this paper provides a brief overview of the potential relevance of these four criteria to analysis 
of the Fourteenth Amendment’ initial (and subsequent) authority. 
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constitutional interpretation, in each case taking into account the contributions of multiple 

political actors as with the normative and practical significance of political contestation.  Instead 

of supporting a view that the Constitution’s founding and formal amending have produced 

legally and politically decisive settlements, this approach may support a view of constitutional 

authority as incomplete across multiple dimensions.  In other words, it would contribute to 

analyzing relationships among initial and subsequent authority and meaning involving the 

Fourteenth Amendment and the rest of the Constitution. 

 This paper does not go that far.  It addresses almost exclusively the Fourteenth 

Amendment’s initial authority based on (1A) the processes of constitutional amending set forth 

in Article V of the U.S. Constitution.  Part I explores controversy over whether or not the 

Fourteenth Amendment was valid based on Article V’s criteria.  Part II offers a perspective 

toward the Fourteenth Amendment as having partial (or incomplete) authority based those 

processes.  Part III indicates that this analysis, in turn, offers only a partial (or incomplete) 

account of the Fourteenth Amendment’s initial authority and outlines how further analysis of 

problems of constitutional authority across other dimensions may proceed. 

I. Article V Processes: Denominators, Numerators, and Thresholds 

 The processes involving the Fourteenth Amendment’s addition to the U.S. Constitution 

were highly irregular, to the extent that no other formal amendment has such a problematic 

procedural pedigree based on Article V.10  From the outset, the amendment’s critics mounted 

serious criticisms of the processes involving its proposal and eventual ratification.  The 

amendment’s proponents, in turn, provided sophisticated defenses of those processes.  Versions 

10 I do not take up here whether any other part/s of the Constitution, beyond the original text and formal 
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of the competing arguments have resurfaced from time to time; and how to account for the 

amendment’s initial and ongoing legal validity and authority remain important and contested 

problems of constitutional history, law, politics, and theory. 

 Criticism of the Fourteenth Amendment’s procedural pedigree based on Article V has 

focused on irregularities at both the proposal and ratification stages.  The 39th Congress’s 

exclusion of southern representatives from the House, along with the Senate, was relevant at the 

former stage.  The amendment’s critics have argued that the body that proposed it, on account of 

these exclusions, was not itself legitimate.  Stated baldly, the amendment was proposed by “a 

rump” -- not a “Congress” as contemplated by Article V.  Relatedly, the amendment was not 

approved by two-thirds of both houses of “Congress,” if one counts representatives from the 

excluded southern states within the respective denominators.  The Senate had also irregularly 

unseated John Stockton of New Jersey, apparently in part to ensure two-thirds approval of the 

constitutional amendment as required by Article V.11 

 At issue, among other things, were:  first, whether it had been proper for the Republican 

leadership to refuse admission to the southern claimants in December of 1865 at the opening of 

the 39th Congress (and also subsequently to unseated John Stockton after previously seating 

him); second and relatedly, whether it had been permissible for that Congress to propose a 

constitutional amendment while eleven of the formerly rebellious states remained unrepresented; 

and, under these and other circumstances, whether approval of the proposed Fourteenth 

amendments, has/have a more problematic procedural pedigree/s. 
11With Stockton’s exclusion, the Republicans had a bare 2/3 majority, assuming every Senator seated.  In 
actuality, however, five Senators were absent on 6/8/66, when the Senate voted 33:11 in favor of the 
proposed Fourteenth Amendment.  The 2/3 Republican control of the Senate was also signif to ensure the 
potential to override a presidential veto of legislation. 
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Amendment by members of the U.S. House and Senate had satisfied Article V’s proposing 

threshold.  President Johnson, his supports, and prominent Democrats from the North and South 

argued:  first, the southern claimants had been duly chosen and had been entitled to 

representation within the 39th Congress (in which case a central feature of the antebellum 

constitutional order would have been restored following the end of the war); second, that it had 

not been permissible for Congress to propose an amendment with eleven states absent (even if it 

might have been permissible, before the end of the war, for the prior Congress to propose the 

Thirteenth Amendment); the circumstances surrounding the Fourteenth Amendment’s proposal 

had otherwise been irregular; and thus the Fourteenth Amendment was not approved in a manner 

satisfying Article V’s initial necessary condition for constitutional amending.12  Leading 

Republicans replied:  first, that it had been permissible for both houses of Congress to exclude 

representatives from the southern states (in part because they were not sufficiently “republican” 

on account of their disqualification of black males from voting); second, it had likewise been 

permissible for the Senate to refuse admission to John Stockton; third, the 39th Congress had 

been properly constituted and was fully capable of proposing constitutional amendments; and 

fourth, the Fourteenth Amendment had been duly approved by two-thirds of the eligible voting 

members of both houses of Congress, thereby satisfying Article V’s proposing threshold.13  

Commentators from the reconstruction era through contemporary times have embraced versions 

of these respective positions.14 

12see McD and Call and below for numbers and percentages.  also for expl of irregularities incl exclusion 
of Stockton. 
13cites.  indicate that details of voting outcome are explained below. 
14incl ack, amar, others, etc. 
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 There were distinct but related issues at the ratification stage.  As had been the case with 

the Thirteenth Amendment, Congress sent the proposed Fourteenth Amendment to 

representatives of all thirty-six states in the union, including the eleven southern states excluded 

from representation in Congress.  The apparent premise was that it was proper (and perhaps 

necessary) for the formerly rebellious states to participate at the ratification stage even though 

they had not been represented in the proposing Congress.  Although they had ratified the 

proposed Thirteenth Amendment, the legislatures representing all of the southern states except 

Tennessee refused to ratify the proposed Fourteenth Amendment.  Unless they reversed course, 

and assuming they counted in the ratification denominator, the ten remaining states had 

effectively vetoed the proposal.15 

 Not willing to accept that outcome, Congress in 1867 resorted to military reconstruction.  

In addition to providing for continued military rule of the South and disenfranchising former 

Confederate leaders, Congress required the southern states:  (1) to extend the franchise to black 

males, (2) to amend their state constitutions to guarantee that right as a matter of state law, and 

(3) to elect new state legislatures and members of Congress.  Only upon (4) the Fourteenth 

Amendment’s approval by the respective states’ new legislatures would their representatives be 

readmitted to Congress.  By July 16, 1868, new legislatures representing six of the southern 

states had ratified the proposed amendment and been readmitted to representation within 

Congress.  On the other hand, the legislatures of New Jersey and Ohio, the control of which had 

shifted in 1867 to Democrats, had attempted in January and March of 1868 to rescind their 

15with 36 states in the Union (37 upon the admission of Nebraska in 1867), approval by 27 (28 after 1867) 
was necessary to satisfy Article V’s threshold of approval by three-fourths of the states. 
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respective prior ratifications.16 

 Taking into account these developments, Secretary of State William Seward issued a 

conditional certification of the Fourteenth Amendment on July 20, 1868, equivocating as to 

whether the proposal had been ratified by a sufficient number of states.  Congress responded by 

passing a concurrent resolution on July 21 declaring the amendment “a part of the Constitution” 

and instructing the Secretary of State to promulgate it as such.  Seward promptly complied by 

issuing a second certification on July 28, 1868, declaring the amendment valid.17  He treated the 

ratifications following initial rejections as effective but the efforts to rescind prior ratifications as 

ineffective. 

 There have been serious arguments that these processes did not qualify as “ratification” 

of the proposed amendment by the legislatures of three-fourths of the states as contemplated by 

Article V.18  The leading critiques included the following arguments.  First, the presidentially 

reconstructed southern state legislatures were valid; and it was within their constitutional 

prerogative to refuse to ratify the proposed amendment.  Second, military reconstruction 

(including its extension of the franchise to black men) was invalid, and the resulting 

congressionally reconstructed state legislatures did not properly represent the people of their 

respective states (especially considering that many adult white male citizens had been 

disqualified by Congress from participating in processes of congressional reconstruction).  Third, 

the rump Congress impermissibly coerced the rump state legislatures to ratify the proposed 

16Jan 15 (OH) and March 24 (NJ).  See McElwee. 
17See United States Statutes at Large, Vol. 15 (1869), pp. 706-11. 
18Check:  Did SOn states act to reject; or did they more simply not act.  If former, decisive rejection?  If 
latter, left the door open for subseq ratif? 
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amendment in a manner at odds with Article V’s premise of state legislative autonomy in the 

ratification processes.  Versions of these arguments were pressed during the reconstruction era 

and have found support from time to time since then.  Going further, over the past thirty years 

Bruce Ackerman has expanded upon versions of these critiques and elevated them to prominence 

within mainstream constitutional scholarship.19 

 Those defending the Fourteenth Amendment as valid based on Article V have countered 

these critiques as follows.  First, even if the presidentially reconstructed state legislatures had 

legitimately represented the states for purposes of ratifying the Thirteenth Amendment, Congress 

was not obliged to treat their rejections of the proposed Fourteenth Amendment as final.  Second, 

military reconstruction was a valid means of restoring the union, including through ensuring that 

southern states would satisfy (or more fully satisfy) standards of “republican” governance.  

Third, approvals of the proposed amendment by the congressionally reconstructed state 

legislators were not coerced.  On the contrary, those legislatures voluntarily and effectively 

represented the entire “people” of their respective states (including black persons), in the process 

contributing to satisfaction of Article V’s ratification threshold.  It was within Congress’ 

prerogative, moreover, to decide when and how that threshold had been satisfied; and courts 

(including the U.S. Supreme Court) subsequently accepted that determination as final.20  Fourth, 

even if the Fourteenth Amendment was irregularly passed, the mode of its addition to the 

19cites. also args that states could effectively withdraw prior approvals?  and issues of pol power:  NOn 
and SOn Dems hoped upon readmission to regain control over natl instits.  These hopes/expectations 
were threatened by 14th amdt, esp. sec. 2. 
20 See Coleman v. Miller. 
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Constitution was justified by political and moral imperatives of the time.21 

 What is one to make of the opposing arguments?  A conventional move is to assume, as a 

matter of constitutional logic or political morality, that one side or the other must have been 

correct, defensible, or otherwise privileged.  Political practices either satisfied Article V’s 

requirements or they did not.  Similarly, one may treat only predominant or victorious positions 

as normatively and/or practically significant.  These forms of inquiry typically focus on what 

positions, among the mutually exclusive options, were correct or significant. 

 There have been good reasons for this type of categorical analysis.  Among other things, 

the text of Article V has supported treating the options as dichotomous:  Either political practices 

satisfied its thresholds, or they did not.  Either particular text has been both proposed and ratified 

in accordance with its requirements, or it has not.  That text either has become “valid to all 

intents and purposes, as part of the Constitution,” or it has not. 

 Despite the historical and potentially ongoing legal and political significance of these 

issues, my aims here do not include advocating for one position or another on whether the 

Fourteenth Amendment was initially valid based on the criteria of Article V.  But I will provide a 

close account of an aspect of the political history of central relevance to this issue:  the official 

votes at both the proposing and ratification stages.  I have three main reasons for doing so.  First, 

to underscore the importance of the southern states’ exclusion from the denominator at the 

proposing stage and their inclusion in the numerator at the ratification stage.  Second, to provide 

21alt:  w/in prerog of Cong along with Sec of State.  fall-back pos:  ratif by states repd in Congress was 
sufficient.  also issues of pol power:  Rep’s were concerned that they might lose control over natl instits 
upon readmission of SO.  Among the initial aims of the Fourteenth Amendment was to reduce that chance 
(esp through sec. 2’s change in rules of apportionment) and to embed constitutional guarantees that would 
be less vulnerable to reversal than ordinary legislation should Dems regain control over natl instits). 
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some of the historical details relevant to analysis of issues of variable authority based on Article 

V.  Third, to frame consideration of the amendment’s authority across other criteria. 

A. The Proposing Stage 

 Table 1 shows the official voting results in the U.S. House and Senate at the proposing 

stage, along with several projected alternatives.22  The actual vote in the House as reported in the 

Congressional Globe was 120 in favor, 32 against, and 32 not voting.  The Globe also reports 

that a number of representatives were paired with one another on the resolution while also 

indicating how several representatives commented on how various absent members (including 

the excluded southern representatives and even Jefferson Davis!) would have voted if present.23  

In any event, 78.9% of those reportedly voting (120/152) approved the proposed Fourteenth 

Amendment, well above Article V’s two-thirds threshold.  But if one counts in the denominator 

the full admitted membership of the House, the denominator becomes 184; and the percentage of 

that number voting in favor of the proposed amendment drops to 65.2% (120/184).  

Significantly, that percentage is just below Article V’s two-thirds threshold.  This calculation 

underscores the significance of whether or not to include non-voting members in the 

denominator for purposes of ascertaining whether or not political practices have satisfied Article 

22 I have included Table 1 following the main text of this paper.  I have also included copies from the 
accounts of the votes in the House and Senate, as officially reported in the Congressional Globe and as 
separately reported by Edward McPherson in his 1866 Political Manual and Political History of 
Reconstruction (as explained below). 
23 Roll calls were not taken at that time.  Those not voting in the Senate were reported as “absent.”  But 
we cannot be certain which members of the House were absent, other than those identified as absent by 
their colleagues.  Pairing was a means of reducing the significance of absences.  For example, two 
Republicans were paired with one Democrat.  But some of the pairing seems to have been 1:1, which 
would have affected the voting percentages. 
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V’s threshold.24 

 There were parallel results and issues in the Senate.  The Congressional Globe reports 33 

votes in favor of the proposed amendment, 11 against, and 5 absent.  Thus 75 percent of the 

senators who voted (33/44) approved the proposal, again well above Article V’s threshold.  If 

one counts the five absent members in the denominator, the percentage drops to 67.3% (33/49), 

just above two-thirds.  However, if one also includes Stockton in the denominator while 

assuming that he would have voted against the proposal, the projected vote is 33/50, or 66 

percent, just below Article V’s threshold.  This projection underscores the significance of the 

Senate’s unseating of Stockton.  With him excluded from both the numerator and denominator, 

Article V’s threshold was satisfied even if one counted the full membership in the Senate in the 

denominator.  On the other hand, if he had not been excluded and had been present and had 

voted against the amendment, Article V’s threshold would have been satisfied only if one 

counted in the denominator only those who voted (not those absent, assuming the same 

absences). 

 Based on the 1860 census, the 11 southern states excluded from representation had a 

combined apportionment of 58 representatives in the House.  Table 1 also projects the results of 

including the presumed votes of those representatives, along with 22 senators representing those 

states.  In these projections, the excluded 58 representatives and 22 senators are included in the 

applicable numerators and assumed to have been present and voted against the proposed 

24 See McDonald, pp. 5-6 and notes 10-11, on relevant precedents involving the denominator issue in this 
and other contexts.  Also cite works criticizing and defending the exclusion of the southern reps as 
relevant to this issue. 
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amendment.25 

 The projected votes in the House, assuming that the same 32 representatives who had not 

voted still would not vote in the counter-factual circumstances, would be 120:90:32.  The 

percentages would fall short of two-thirds, whether one treated the denominator as those who 

voted (120/210, or 57.1 percent) or those eligible to vote (120/242, or 49.6 percent).  In the 

Senate, the projected votes without Stockton would be 33:33:5, or 33:34:5 with him included and 

presumably voting against the proposal.  All four percentages – 33/36 voting excluding Stockton 

(50 percent), 33/71 eligible excluding Stockton (46.5 percent), 34/67 voting excluding Stockton 

(49.3 percent), or 34/72 eligible including Stockton (45.8 percent) – would fall below Article V’s 

two-thirds (66.7 percent) threshold. 

 These projections and calculations underscore, among other things, the importance of the 

South’s exclusion from the 39th Congress and from the relevant proposing denominators.  If the 

southern states had been admitted to the U.S. Congress and if their representatives had voted 

against the proposed amendment (as one may reasonably assume they would have done), it 

almost certainly would not have been approved by two-thirds of those voting in either house. 

 Anxiety or insecurity about this sort of issue among Republicans apparently led Edward 

McPherson, clerk of the House of Representatives, to alter the results of the voting in the House.  

In his 1866 Political Manual, which he later included in his Political History of Reconstruction, 

McPherson reported the results of the vote in the House:  “The Amendment passed – yeas 138, 

nays 36, as follows.”  His revised list of “yeas” includes, in addition to the 120 names included 

25 An alternative that I have not shown on table 1 would be to assume that the excluded representatives 
would have voted in the same percentages as those who had actually been admitted (not all of whom 
voted). 
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in the Globe’s list of “yea” votes, 18 representatives who had been reported in the Globe under 

the category of “Not voting.”  McPherson’s revised list of “Nays” likewise includes, in addition 

to the 32 persons reported by the Globe as being in that category, four representatives who had 

been included in the Globe under “Not voting.”  Those 22 persons (18+4) were removed from 

McPherson’s revised list of those “Not voting,” and he showed the revised total for that category 

as 10.26 

 Remarkably, there is no indication in McPherson’s publications that the reported results 

of the voting in the House on the proposed amendment (138:36:10, compared to 120:32:32 in the 

Globe) are not the official results, or that his account includes projected or otherwise altered 

results rather than the actual vote counts.  Nor do the vote pairings and comments on the floor 

fully account for McPherson’s projections.27  McPherson was the clerk of the House of 

Representatives and in that capacity was responsible for the official records of House 

proceedings as reported in the Congressional Globe.  Thus we may reasonably presume that he 

deliberately published altered results rather than made a mistake.  In addition, his Political 

Manual and Political History of Reconstruction gave indications of being official, since the latter 

was “entered according to an Act of Congress, in the year 1871, by Edward McPherson, in the 

Clerk’s Office of the District Court of the United States for the District of Columbia.”  In 

26 Edward McPherson, Political History of the United States of America During the Period of 
Reconstruction (from April 15, 1865, to July 15, 1870) (Washington, D.C.: Philp & Solomons, 1871), p. 
102 (a copy is attached at the appendix to this article, along with a copy of the corresponding passages 
from the Congressional Globe). 
27 Vote pairings recorded in the Congressional Globe account for a few of the projected votes (e.g., by 
Broomall, Washburne, and Shanklin).  But McPherson did not transfer all paired vote to actual votes (e.g., 
he transferred VanHorn (Republican) to “yea” but left Goodyear (Democrat) as “not voting.” McPherson 
also attributed votes to some identified as absent (e.g., Ingersoll and Hubbard) but not others (e.g., 
Humphreys and McIndoe). 
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addition, this account purported to be an fair and impartial report of the “facts,” and it included 

“revisions and corrections” to the Political Manuals “to date” (through 1871).  If I am correct 

that McPherson’s Political Manual for 1866 and his Political History contain a deliberately 

altered account of the voting results the U.S. House of Representatives which are presented as 

“the facts,” these publications were potentially misleading at the time.  In any case, they have 

been misleading to subsequent generations of scholars.28 

 Table 1 indicates one way that McPherson’s revised vote tally was significant.  Unlike 

the number of votes in the House for the proposed amendment (120 in favor) as officially 

reported by the Congressional Globe, McPherson’s revised figure (138 in favor) is over two-

thirds (138/184, or 75 percent) of the total membership in the House (compared to 120/184, or 

65.2 percent, as reported in the Globe).  McPherson was apparently responding to criticism that 

the proposed amendment had not been approved by over two-thirds of the House, as a branch of 

the “Congress,” conceived for purposes of satisfying Article V’s threshold as including all of its 

admitted members.  We may infer that McPherson responded to this criticism by projecting how 

twenty-two of those who had not voted would have voted if they had been present and voted.  

More specifically, he projected that 18 of the 22 House members reported as “not voting” would 

have voted “yea” and that four of them would have voted “nay.”  This made sense, considering 

that more than 18 of the absent representatives were Republicans, taking into account some of 

the vote pairings and off-the-record communications, and also taking into account that 

Republicans had voted as a cohesive block in favor of the proposed amendment.  McPherson did 

not, however, project votes for all of the House members who had not voted.  He left six 

28 Cite works that have relied on McPh’s unofficial tallies rather than the official results as reported in the 
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Republicans (60 percent) and four Democrats (40 percent) in the category of “not voting.” 

 Even this adjustment was not enough to ensure satisfaction of Article V’s proposing 

threshold if the South was included in the denominator.  Using McPherson’s revised figures and 

also adding the 58 vacant seats to the denominator, 138 in favor is still only 57 percent of the 

House’s full membership (242).  The percent increases to 59.5 (132/232) if one uses 

McPherson’s projected total of Republican votes while also projecting 58 Democratic votes 

against the amendment (all those unseated) and also using as the denominator the total of actual 

votes plus projected Democratic votes.  The percentage remains 59.5 (144/242) even if one adds 

to McPherson’s total the six remaining Republican votes that he left as “not voting” and uses the 

total in Congress, including the southern representatives, as the denominator.  These projections 

and calculations again underscore the significance of the South’s exclusion from Congress. 

 The fact that McPherson projected the votes of the non-voting members of the House 

indicates some measure of uncertainty and perhaps insecurity among Republicans about what the 

appropriate proposing numerators and denominators were for various legal and/or extra-legal 

purposes – including whether political practices had satisfied Article V’s proposing thresholds.  

He apparently took a position, along with fellow Republicans, that it was appropriate for Article 

V purposes to exclude non-voting members from the Article V denominator.  His summarizing 

the results as “yeas 138, nays 36,” without including those “not voting,” is in accord with that 

position.29  Presumably in response to arguments that “the Congress” included for purposes of 

Congressional Globe. 
29 The Globe likewise reports the results in the Senate initially as “yeas 33, nays 11,” with those “absent” 
listed below (following those listed under “yeas” and “nays”).  In contrast, the Globe reports the results in 
the House as “yeas 120, nays 32, not voting 32,” with the names in all three categories listed below.  See 
McDonald, pp. 5-6 and notes 10-11, on relevant precedents involving the denominator issue in this and 
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Article V all admitted members, he projected the votes of the non-voting members to support a 

fallback position that Article V’s thresholds could have been satisfied if it was necessary to 

include all admitted members of Congress in the ratifying denominator.  But a claim that Article 

V’s threshold could have been satisfied – or was constructively satisfied – still would not be 

persuasive to those insisting that Article V’s threshold had not been satisfied through actual 

political practices. 

 It is also possible that McPherson projected the votes of non-voting members because he 

thought they were potentially significant in other ways – beyond their relevance to satisfying 

Article V’s threshold of legal validity.  I return to that issue below. 

B. The Ratification Stage 

 There were corresponding issues at the ratification stage.  But instead of excluding 

representatives from the South as had the Republican leadership of Congress during the 

proposing stage, the Republican-controlled Congress included the southern states in the ratifying 

numerator and denominator. 

 In June of 1866, when two-thirds of the admitted and voting members of the 39th 

Congress approved the proposed Fourteenth Amendment, there were 36 states in the Union, 

counting the 11 southern states excluded from representation in Congress.  Secretary of State 

William Seward sent the proposed Fourteenth Amendment to all 36 states [and indicated that 

approval by the legislatures of 28 of them was necessary for the amendment to take effect.]30 

 By the end of January 1867, 17 states had ratified the proposed Fourteenth Amendment, 

other contexts. 
30 See Call (1961), at p. 12 note 43.  Check Sec State’s communication or whatever.  Note that ¾ of 36 
would be 27 (not 28).  But became 27 in 1867 with the admissions of Neb. 
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while 10 had repudiated it.31  Thus the proposal had already been defeated, unless at least two of 

the states that had repudiated it switched their positions.32  By the end of February 1867, three 

more states had voted to ratify the proposal while two more had repudiated it, thereby raising to 

four the minimum number of reversals necessary to reach Article V’s three-fourths threshold.33 

 It was in this context that Congress passed the first Reconstruction Act on March 2, 1867.  

Among its primary aims was to secure the Fourteenth Amendment’s ratification by at least four 

of the southern states that had previously repudiated it.34  That number increased to five by the 

end of March, when Maryland voted to reject the proposal.35 

 Military reconstruction was eventually successful on this score, but at a substantial cost.  

Critics argued that much of military reconstruction was unconstitutional, including the continued 

exclusion of southern representatives from Congress, the extension of military government after 

the war had formally ended, the disqualification of former Confederate leaders, the compulsory 

extension of franchise to black males, the requirement to guarantee black voting in amended 

state constitutions, and making readmission to Congress of the excluded southern states 

31 Raftif’s included Tenn (7/19/66), which was promptly readmitted at that time, thereby reducing to 10 
the number of states excluded from rep in Congress.  Check on number of rejections v. no action.  Call (p. 
12 n. 45) includes (along with TEX, GA, NC, SC, KY [admitted/border], and VA) also FL, ALA, ARK, 
Miss – but these states are not included in offl lists. 
32 At most 8 could reject. Here referring to switches in position rather than votes.  Check on whether there 
were votes in rejecting states (even if not formal rejections).  If so, change to “votes.” 
33 Adding ratif by RI, PA, WI; rejection by LA and DE.  From Call and ALR etc. (but with different pds).  
Check on Mich (Jan accd to Call and McElwee, Feb accd to ALR and Seward’s proclamation).  Also 
check dates of rejections.  Nebraska’s entering the Union on March 1, 1867, changing the threshold to 28. 
34 The reconstruction acts targeted ratification by the excluded southern states, even though (as indicated) 
two states represented in Congress (KY and Delaware) had already rejected the proposed amendment by 
the end of Feb 1867; and a third (MD) would do so in March of 1867. 
35 Six if one counts CA, as McElwee did, though it decided not to act on March 4, 1866 (and later 
formally rejected the proposal on March 17, 1868). 
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conditional on ratification of the proposed Fourteenth Amendment by reconstructed state 

legislatures.  Many of these policies were unpopular in the North, not only the South – as 

indicated by the Ohio and New Jersey legislatures’ attempts in early 1868 to rescind their prior 

ratifications. 

 Even so, by July 9, 1868, the proposed amendment had been formally ratified by 36 

states – including five of reconstructed southern state legislatures (Arkansas, Florida, North 

Carolina, Louisiana, and South Carolina) but not subtracting Ohio and New Jersey.  This was the 

context of Secretary of State Seward’s conditional certification and Congress’s concurrent 

resolution on July 21.  By the end of July, the amendment had been ratified by two additional 

southern states legislatures (Alabama and Georgia), thereby satisfying Article V’s threshold even 

if Ohio and New Jersey were subtracted from the ratifying numerator.  Seward was apparently 

aware of Georgia’s approval, but not Alabama’s, when he issues his second certification on July 

27, 1868.  Reconstructed legislatures in the remaining three southern states later ratified the 

amendment (Virginia in 1869, Mississippi and Texas in 1870). 

 It is instructive to consider how the ratification processes might have played out if 

Congress had decided to proceed without including the southern states in the Article V 

denominator.  In June of 1866, there were 25 states represented in Congress.  By February 12, 

1867, the proposed amendment had been ratified by 19 of those states, or 76 percent of them.36  

If Tennessee had still been allowed to rejoin the Union in July of 1866, that addition would have 

increased the denominator to 26, thereby raising Article V’s threshold to 20.  This threshold also 

36 Here I am excluding Tenn.  See below. 
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would have been satisfied on February 12.37  Either way, the amendment could have been 

certified at that point.38 

 That date was just before the Senate and House initially passed the first reconstruction 

bill – on February 17 and 20, respectively.  Johnson vetoed the bill on March 3, and Congress 

overrode his veto the same day.  All three of these acts might have occurred even if securing the 

Fourteenth Amendment’s ratification had not been among Congress’s primary aims.  Or things 

might have played out differently.  We cannot be certain. 

 But we can be confident of four things.  First, Congress chose to treat the southern states 

in the ratifying denominator even though it had the option of excluding them.  Second, once 

Congress included the southern states, it would be impossible to satisfy Article V’s ratifying 

threshold unless at least two southern states ratified (even assuming that all 25 states represented 

in Congress would approve the proposal).39  Third, instead of abandoning the proposed 

amendment, the Republican-controlled Congress found a way to secure its ratification by a 

sufficient number of southern states.  Fourth, there were few if any indications that the 

Republican leadership in Congress thought the Fourteenth Amendment could legitimately be 

added to the Constitution without satisfaction of Article V’s thresholds.  In other words, they did 

not rely on a theory of non-Article V amending as sufficient to legitimate adding this text to the 

U.S. Constitution.40 

37 This time including Tenn’s ratif on July 19, 1866. 
38 Followed by Nebraska’s admission to the Union on March 1, which would have increased the Article V 
ratifying threshold to 21 out of 27.  Mass ratified on March 20, satisfying that threshold. 
39 This assumption was not borne out in practice. 
40 Explain contra ACK here?  Also, considering the controversiality of claims of validity based on Article 
V, it would be important to consider alternative sources/bases of authority/validity such as those [to be] 
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C. Congress and the States Together = “The People”? 

 The Constitution as a whole supports viewing the combined actions of the U.S. Congress 

and the states in proposing and ratifying the Fourteenth Amendment as the authoritative voice of 

“the people.”  According to one formulation, once Article V’s thresholds had been satisfied, “the 

people” had authoritatively amended the Constitution.  According to another formulation, the 

U.S. Congress and the state legislatures had acted in their respective representative capacities on 

behalf of “the people of the United States” in authoritatively amending the U.S. Constitution.  

Joining these perspectives, the U.S. Congress and the legislatures of three-fourths of the states 

had acted as or on behalf of “the people” through Article V processes.41 

 These are categorical claims.  They treat constitutional authority like a light bulb:  it is 

either on or off.  Before both of Article V’s thresholds were satisfied, the light was off.  Once 

both were satisfied, the light went on.  The Fourteenth Amendment then became “valid to all 

intents and purposes, as part of th[e] Constitution.”  The amendment became legally 

authoritative. 

 It also became authoritative in other ways.  The U.S. Constitution purports to speak on 

behalf of – and thereby represent politically in a variety of ways (including but not limited to 

binding and representing them legally) – “the people” upon whose authority it presumes to rest.  

Once added to the Constitution, the Fourteenth Amendment gained that status:  It has rested on 

the authority of “the people” and purported to speak on their behalf. 

 The same is doubly or triply true of Article V processes.  Article V has been part of the 

examined below/elsewhere. 
41 More options, below. 
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Constitution all of which has represented the constitutional identities and commitments of “the 

people.”  It also has provided processes through which “the people” may authoritatively amend 

that Constitution; and it has provided criteria for ascertaining whether/when “the people” or 

those acting on their behalf have legitimately amended the Constitution.  In other words, Article 

V has provided criteria, internal to the Constitution itself, for ascertaining whether/when text is 

lit up by principles and practices of popular sovereignty. 

II. Variable Constitutional Authority Based on Article V Processes 

 Despite Article V’s invocation of thresholds, there are a number of good reasons to move 

beyond categorical analysis of the Fourteenth Amendment’s validity or invalidity based on the 

processes of constitutional proposal and ratification treated as authoritative by that article.  In 

this connection, we may explore the variability of the amendment’s authority at the levels of the 

U.S. congressional and state legislative action contemplated by Article V.  We may also assess 

the authority of those processes – and the authority of the amendment itself – in relation to that 

of the people whom those institutions purportedly represented in processes of constitutional 

amending. 

 Levels of support for the amendment by governmental institutions, not only satisfaction 

or not of thresholds, were politically and legally significant both during the reconstruction era 

and subsequently.  In this connection, Article V processes authoritatively registered – at least 

momentarily or sequentially – levels of support for the proposed amendment within the U.S. 

Congress and state legislatures.  By doing so, those processes served important functions beyond 

supporting controversial categorical claims of constitutional legitimacy. 

 In assessing the broader normative and practical significance of those processes (beyond 
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whether they categorically satisfied Article V’s thresholds), it is again important to distinguish 

actual votes and other forms of political participation from potential or projected political 

involvement.  Types and levels of participation and non-participation were equally if not more 

important in this context.  Thus it is critical to take into account relevant nominators, 

denominators, qualifications, disqualifications, quorums, absences, abstentions, non-votes, 

projected votes, and other factors – including controversies surrounding these variables. 

A. Congressional Action 

 The votes in the U.S. Senate (33:11:5) and House of Representatives (120:32:32) in June 

of 1866 showed strong support for the proposed amendment within the national legislature.  

More specifically, since the voting split along party lines, the results indicated that the 

Republican Party was united in supporting this proposal, as part of a broader plan of 

congressional reconstruction.  In the case of the Republicans, the unified voting on the proposed 

amendment bridged important differences among radicals, moderates, and conservatives.  Those 

within each camp had different but overlapping reasons to support the proposal, a range of hopes 

and expectations relating to it, and various reservations.  The fact that they united to vote for it, 

and that Northern Democrats united to oppose it, indicated a lot about the political landscape at 

the time. 

 Types and levels of support for the proposal, although strong among the Republicans in 

Congress, were not as strong within national institutions as they might have been across a 

number of dimensions.  First and most obviously, the Democrats in Congress united to oppose 

the amendment.  That included the Democratic Senators and House members who voted against 

the proposal.  Second, not everyone in these two chambers voted at all, presumably on account 
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of absences.  Third, the southern states were excluded at the time from representation within 

Congress.  Fourth, President Andrew Johnson strongly opposed the proposal.  Fifth, it was 

difficult to predict how the U.S. Supreme Court and other federal courts would eventually deal 

with the amendment (assuming eventual ratification, though many Democrats argued that many 

Republicans never expected it ratified), legislation based on it, or related legislation such as the 

Civil Rights Act of 1866. 

 There are good reasons to be attentive to ways that various categories and levels of 

support for the proposed amendment, along with opposition to it, implicated its authority.  

Governmental institutions not only confer authority, they do so in varying degrees.  For example, 

a statute carries greater congressional authority if passed unanimously with bipartisan support by 

both houses than if approved by a bare partisan majority.  Congress would have greater authority 

to enact statutes once it included representatives of the southern states.  The same was true of the 

authority conferred by Congress on the proposed Fourteenth Amendment.  Even if its approval 

by both houses of Congress in June of 1866 was sufficient to satisfy Article V’s thresholds, the 

proposal’s process-based authority, based on those approvals, was weaker than it might have 

been.  In this sense, the amendment had only partial congressional authority. 

 Going further, the authority conferred by Congress was partial in a second sense:  as a 

function of the potential authority of U.S. governmental institutions as a whole.  The authority 

conferred on the amendment by Congress was that of only one branch out of three within the 

U.S. government – even if, significantly, that one branch had preeminent law-making authority.  

The amendment’s authority in a fuller sense would also be a function of the authority conferred 

on it by the coordinate constitution- and ordinary law-enforcing institutions:  the national 
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executive and judicial branches. 

 Addressing for now only the authority conferred by the 39th Congress on the proposed 

constitutional amendment, the categories and levels of support and opposition within that branch 

would have ongoing significance beyond the vote formally proposing it.  If and when it was 

ratified by three-fourths of the states and formally added to the Constitution, the amendment 

would depend on implementing legislation.  Whether the Republicans continued to hold control 

of both houses of Congress and if so in what percentages, whether they had a united legislative 

agenda, whether Democrats at that time challenged the amendment’s validity and/or opposed 

implementation of its guarantees, whether the president signed or vetoed such legislation and in 

the latter case whether Congress would be able to override that veto, and similar issues would 

determine the prospects for legislative outputs linked to the amendment.  In other words, the 

greater the amendment’s authority within Congress following its formal ratification, the more 

likely its guarantees would be secured in practice through follow-up legislation.  On the other 

hand, the greater the opposition to the amendment, the less likely its provisions would be 

effectively implemented in practice by national legislation.  

 Although we cannot be certain of his motives, it is possible that Edward McPherson was 

explicitly or implicitly engaging some of these issues by altering the results of the voting for the 

proposed constitutional amendment in the House of Representatives.  Among other things, he 

may have been projecting how at least one branch of Congress – the House – might subsequently 

vote on issues involving the proposed constitutional amendment.  Stated differently, he was 

mapping configurations of national legislative power relevant to the Fourteenth Amendment’s 

longer-term viability and vitality.  Except to the extent that his alterations involved distortions of 
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the historical record, his being concerned with issues of practical politics would not have been 

peculiar or anomalous.  After all, those concerns were at the heart of Section 2 of the proposal – 

which many at the time treated as its most important section.  Those issues would also have 

central relevance to Congress’s debating, passing, and enforcing its policies of Military 

Reconstruction. 

B. State Legislative Action 

 Categories and levels of approval, disapproval, and non-involvement by state legislatures 

at the ratifying stage were likewise inherently significant at the time and would have continuing 

significance beyond whether or not the approvals satisfied Article V’s threshold for 

constitutional validity.  Unlike the proceedings in Congress which culminated in decisive votes 

in both chambers, however, there was not unified voting on the proposal at the state level.  State 

legislatures act independently of one another, and typically the formal ratification processes are 

substantially complete once a proposed constitutional amendment has been approved by a 

sufficient number of states to satisfy Article V’s threshold. 

 The peculiarities in the ratification processes involving the proposed Fourteenth 

Amendment resulted in more than a typical number of state legislatures’ positions being 

transparent.  Initially, all of the southern states except Tennessee formally or informally rejected 

the proposal, the two border states of Delaware and Maryland also formally rejected the 

proposal, and the Ohio and New Jersey legislatures attempted to rescind their respective 

predecessors’ prior ratifications.  Conversely, under congressional supervision the legislatures 

representing all ten congressionally reconstructed southern states eventually ratified the proposal, 

even though at least four of those approvals (six, according to Congress) were beyond Article 
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V’s threshold. 

 This last fact indicates that members of Congress viewed the ratification processes as 

serving important functions beyond satisfying Article V’s threshold of legal validity.  As 

indicated above, ensuring satisfaction of that threshold was doubtless among Congress’s primary 

reasons for requiring the excluded states to ratify the proposal prior to their readmission to 

representation in Congress.  But members of Congress must have had other aims, or they would 

have lifted that requirement once the amendment had been officially added to the Constitution. 

 Acceptance of the amendment by state legislatures and other institutions of state 

government was critical to its efficacy.  Many of the amendment’s provisions, especially the 

bans on state action in Section 1, targeted the states.  It would be important for state officials to 

accept the amendment’s authority as a basis for action, not only to treat it as formally valid.  

Thus the presidentially reconstructed state legislatures’ refusal to ratify the proposal not only 

blocked the formal amending processes.  They also foreshadowed problems with the 

amendment’s efficaciousness. 

 For this and other reasons that became increasingly apparent during the second half of 

1866 and early in 1867, it is not surprising that the Republican leadership in Congress considered 

it politically necessary to replace the existing southern state legislatures with ones more willing 

to comply with both the letter and the spirit of the proposed Fourteenth Amendment.  Congress 

was not simply trying to “force” the existing state legislatures to ratify the amendment.42  On the 

contrary, one of the primary aims of congressional reconstruction was to put in place new 

legislatures that would voluntarily affirm the amendment.  Only in that case would those 

42 Compare ACK on this issue. 
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legislatures, along with other new institutions of state governance, be likely to comply with the 

amendment’s guarantees and otherwise promote the realization in practice of its principles and 

ideals.  As we now know, and as was well understood at the time, there would be formidable 

obstacles to accomplishing that objective – and commitments to do so were qualified and 

competed with other aims. 

 In any case, there are good reasons to map types and levels of support for the amendment 

by and within the states across a number of dimensions that parallel those by and within 

Congress.  First, for reasons already indicted, it was significant what numbers and percentages of 

state legislatures ratified, rejected, and abstained from the formal ratification processes.  By 

1870, 33 states (including Ohio and New Jersey) out of 37 in the Union had formally ratified the 

proposed amendment.  Only Delaware, Maryland, and Kentucky’s formal rejections remained 

outstanding at that time; the legislatures representing those three states formally ratified the 

amendment in 1901, 1959, and 1976, respectively.  California’s legislature had not formally 

approved or disapproved the proposed amendment during the reconstruction era; its legislature 

ratified the amendment in 1959.  Thus there were very high levels of approval during the 

reconstruction era, and eventually unanimous support at the state level – though never expressed 

at a single moment in time.  

 Second, the votes within the various state legislative bodies were significant in ways that 

paralleled their importance within Congress.  The votes again split largely along party lines.  

That was one of the reasons each cycle of state elections was so important.  The elections of 

1866 and 1867 in particular affected the prospects for the Fourteenth Amendment’s formal 

ratification.  Republican victories in a majority of the northern states translated into ratification 
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of the amendment within those states; whereas the Democrat’s gaining control of the Maryland, 

Delaware, Kentucky, Ohio, and New Jersey legislatures led to formal repudiations or efforts to 

rescind prior ratifications.43 

 As the categories and levels of approval and disapproval within Congress implicated the 

Fourteenth Amendment’s authority at the proposing stage, categories and levels of approval and 

disapproval within state legislatures likewise implicated the amendment’s authority at the 

ratifying stage.  Within the states that ratified the amendment, the legislatures conferred varying 

levels of authority, not only contributed to meeting Article V’s threshold.  Approval of the 

proposal by higher numbers and percentages of legislators conferred greater authority than 

approval by bare majorities.  In each case, however, the amendment’s process-based authority as 

a result of the proceedings in state legislatures was weaker than it might have been.  No 

legislature unanimously approved the proposal. 44  In this sense, the amendment gained only 

partial authority, based on the ratification processes, even within the states that formally ratified 

it.45   Even less authority, in this relative sense, was conferred on the amendment by the 

legislatures in which a majority of the members voted to repudiate the proposal.  Those votes 

were legally and politically significant even though a combination of legislatures representing 

other states and successor legislatures for the same states eventually ratified the amendment in 

sufficient numbers to satisfy Article V’s threshold for legal validity.  

 Third, the authority conferred by each state legislature was also partial in relation to the 

43 Check on KY (shift or not). 
44 Check on this. 
45 Explain here or elsewhere (paralleling arg in APT):  not just issue of numbers and percentages, but of 
depth and breadth of authority generated by legislative processes. 
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authority of state governmental institutions as a whole.  Again paralleling the national level, the 

authority conferred on the amendment by state legislatures was that of only one branch out of 

three within each state – even if, again significantly, that one branch had preeminent law-making 

authority within the state.  The amendment’s authority in a fuller sense at the state level would be 

a function of the authority conferred on it not only by state legislatures but also by the state 

executive and judicial branches.46 

 Addressing here the authority conferred on the amendment by the state legislatures 

through their involvement in processes of constitutional ratification, the categories and levels of 

support and opposition across the dimensions just identified would have ongoing significance 

beyond their contributing or not to satisfaction of Article V’s threshold for adding the proposed 

text to the Constitution.  As indicated above, the Fourteenth Amendment’s efficacy following its 

addition to the U.S. Constitution would depend in substantial measure on the states’ accepting its 

limits on them as authoritative in practice, not only on their treating it as formally legitimate. The 

same would apply to implementing legislation passed by Congress as with the enforcement of 

the amendment and related legislation by the national executive and judicial branches.  State 

legislatures would be key players in this connection.  Through their roles in selecting members of 

the U.S. Senate and through other structures and processes of federalism, state legislators would 

also play central roles in influencing the course of legislation and other governmental action at 

the national level.  The contours of the political construction of the Fourteenth Amendment’s 

authority and authoritative meaning following its addition to the U.S. Constitution would depend 

on a number of factors, including:  the partisan control of state legislatures, as with control of 

46 Here or somewhere (below?):  combine US and state govtl auth? 
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Congress, especially following the readmission of the southern states; whether the Republicans 

would continue to support the Fourteenth Amendment’s principles and related policies; whether 

the Democrats would continue to oppose the amendment and its implementation; the interpretive 

positions advocated and given effect authoritatively by courts and others; and a wide range of 

other actions and reactions at the state level.  The bottom line was this:  The greater the 

amendment’s authority within the states in general, and within state legislatures in particular, the 

more likely its guarantees would be legally and politically efficacious. 

C. Representation of “the People” 

 A claim that the U.S. Congress and state legislatures, acting together through Article V 

processes, may authoritatively amend the U.S. Constitution on behalf of “the people” can 

accommodate a range of perspectives toward the identities of “the people” and toward the roles 

separately and jointly played by Congress and state legislatures.  For example, it makes sense to 

view members of Congress separately as representatives of “the people” of the respective states 

(in the case of senators) or districts (in the case of House members).  Likewise it makes sense to 

view state legislatures separately as representatives of “the people” of the respective states.  It 

also makes sense to regard Congress as a whole as an institution established to represent “the 

people of the United States” as a single collectivity.  More specifically, it makes sense to view 

the approval of a proposed constitutional amendment by two-thirds of the members of both 

houses of Congress as a constitutionally authoritative action on behalf of the whole “people of 

the United States.”  More controversially, one may coherently view ratification of a proposed 

constitutional amendment by the legislatures of three-fourths of the states as joint action by 

representatives of “the people” of the respective states and/or as coordinated action by 
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representatives of a single “people of the United States.” 

 There is no need for present purposes to address fully the advantages and disadvantages 

of these various conceptualizations and what hinges on affirming or rejecting one or another.47  

The key point for present purposes is that it makes sense to regard the U.S. Congress and state 

legislatures as representatives of “the people” (of the states and/or United States) in the formal 

processes of authoritative constitutional amending set forth in Article V of the U.S. 

Constitution.48  Going further, in relation to the Fourteenth Amendment in particular there are 

good reasons to be attentive to ways that Congress and state legislatures only partially 

represented “the people” across a number of important dimensions in ways that resulted in the 

amendment have incomplete authority based on principles and practices of popular sovereignty, 

even assuming satisfaction of Article V’s thresholds. 

 It is noteworthy in this context that Article V along with other parts of the U.S. 

Constitution support a view that Congress and state legislatures have each had partial rather than 

complete authority within processes of constitutional amending.  Most simply:  Congress alone 

may not authoritatively amend the Constitution on behalf of “the people.”  Nor may the states.  

Article V does not set forth a “Congress only” or “state legislatures only” track for formally 

47 Options:  the people have dual identities:  orgd and capable of acting -- or being repd as -- “the people” 
of the respective states and “the people of the United States.”  Alt view:  congress proposes, not auth.  
People act auth at ratifying stage, though joint action of state legs, acting on behalf of the people of the 
states, combined to constitute the people of the US.   Comparable to viewing ratif of orig con via art VII 
processes as the voice of “the people” but not viewing the Phila conv as such a voice/representation.  Tho 
coherent, there are problems with the latte view (treating only states as auth voice of the people for 
purposes of con amending).  Also goes other direction: problems with viewing only congress as auth 
voice of the people.  There are good reasons to view Article V as requiring a coincidence of super-maj 
actions at both levels, national and state. 
48 Likewise for the states calling a convention, a national convention, and state conventions.  But it is not 
necessary to address those issues here, considering the route of formally amending followed for the 
Fourteenth Amendment. 
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amending the U.S. Constitution.  In order to gain the authority of “the people,” Article V requires 

authoritative action at the national and state levels.  Thus, by extension, it treats Congress and 

state legislatures, on their own, as capable at best of partially representing “the people.” 

 We may identify here at least five dimensions across which Congress and state 

legislatures provided the Fourteenth Amendment with partial or incomplete authority compared 

to that of the people as a whole.  First, there were significant geographic dimensions to Congress 

and state legislatures’ representations of “the people.”  The states represented by U.S. Senators 

were of course territorially distinct, House members likewise represented districts organized 

territorially, and state legislators similarly represented various geographically organized groups 

of persons.  Assuming for now that the respective legislators represented all of the persons within 

their respective jurisdictions, the fact remains that not all such legislators approved the proposed 

Fourteenth Amendment on behalf of their respective constituents.  That was most significantly 

the case at the proposing stage with respect to the southern states excluded from representation in 

the 39th Congress.  It was also true of the senators and representatives who voted against the 

amendment or were absent or abstained from the formal ratification processes.  Nor was the 

amendment ratified by legislatures representing all of the states during the reconstruction era, 

even after the congressionally reconstructed southern state legislatures approved it. 

 Second, it is problematic to assume that the members of Congress and state legislators 

who approved the Fourteenth Amendment separately represented all of their constituents and 

collectively represented all of “the people.”  At issue, among other things, are questions about 

who was included in “the people.”  Issues of race, gender, legal status (e.g., married or single), 

wealth, and voting qualifications and disqualifications were especially pertinent across this 
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dimension.  The Thirteenth Amendment had formally freed the former slaves.  Before the 

Fourteenth Amendment’s addition to the Constitution, however, the legal status of free African-

American person remained unclear – especially in light of the U.S. Supreme Court’s 

pronouncement in Dred Scott v. Sandford (1857) that a black person could not be a “citizen” of a 

state or of the United States under the U.S. Constitution.  In any case, black males throughout the 

South were disqualified from voting for the presidentially reconstructed state legislatures that 

rejected the proposed Fourteenth Amendment.  The reconstruction acts of 1867 and 1868 

required the southern states to extend the franchise to black males, but they also disqualified 

former Confederate leaders from voting.  Throughout the proposal and ratification stages, 

moreover, women were not allowed to vote for state legislators, members of Congress, or other 

government officials.  To the extent that expansion of the franchise broadened actual 

representation whereas restrictions on the franchise restricted it, the representational authority of 

the congressionally reconstructed state legislatures was greater in some respects than that of the 

presidentially reconstructed legislatures, weaker in others, and in any case far from fully 

inclusive. 

 Third, the U.S. Constitution’s division of governing powers vertically, across the 

dimension of federalism, limited the scope of the authority that either Congress or state 

legislators could confer on the Amendment in their representative capacities.  These institutions 

had different institutional capacities, not only different territorial jurisdictions.  As James Wilson 

had explained during the founding period, the people had delegated some powers to U.S. 

governing institutions and reserved others to the states; and this structural premise has been 

reflected in the Tenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.  Accordingly, Congress and state 
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legislatures have each held only a portion of the total sum of all legislative powers delegated and 

reserved by the U.S. Constitution and state constitutions.  These allocations of legislative powers 

translated into differing institutional capacities in ways that extended to Congress and state 

legislatures having distinct and in each case limited roles in formal amending processes. 

 Fourth, the Constitution’s horizontal division of powers likewise limited the scope of 

authority that Congress and state legislatures could confer on the Fourteenth Amendment.  I have 

already explained how Congress’s authority was partial in relation to that of the U.S. government 

as a whole; and how state legislatures had only a portion of state governing powers.  For a 

similar reason, these legislatures had institutionally limited capacities to represent “the people” – 

based on divisions of legislative, executive, and judicial powers (along with divisions of power 

vertically).  Stated differently, Congress and the state legislatures were limited to representing 

“the people” in their legislative capacities.  Formally adding the Fourteenth Amendment to the 

text would carry with it little by way of the representation of the people’s executive and judicial 

capacities. 

 Fifth, the U.S. Constitution and state constitutions have not purported to entrust all of the 

people’s self-governing capacities to governmental institutions – even taking into account their 

delegations of power to legislative, executive, and judicial institutions at the U.S. and state 

levels.  The U.S. Constitution and state constitutions treat at least some rights as beyond the 

reach of at least some categories of governmental power – especially legislative power.  There 

are good reasons to regard at least some of those rights – such as rights of free speech and free 

press – as prerogatives of popular self-governance.  To the extent such a perspective toward 

rights and their relationships to governmental powers remained coherent during the 
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Reconstruction era – and I would suggest they very much did – then it makes sense to regard the 

processes of constitutional amending as not designed to represent fully the people’s self-

governing capacities and prerogatives.  On the contrary, there were good reasons to regard the 

Constitution as a whole – and Article V in particular – as a partial rather than complete 

representation of the people’s capacities to establish and amend constitutional norms and 

otherwise exercise constitutional rights and powers.49 

 In each of these ways, there are good reasons to regard the authority conferred on the 

Fourteenth Amendment by the U.S. Congress and state legislatures via Article V processes as 

partial rather than complete based on principles and practices of popular sovereignty.  In sum, 

the Fourteenth Amendment’s authority was incomplete across multiple dimensions, compared to 

the actual and potential authority of “the people,” taking into account only the processes 

involving its formal proposal and ratification. 

III. Additional Dimensions of Constitutional Authority 

 The analysis in this paper – including its tentative conclusion that the Fourteenth 

Amendment’s initial authority was incomplete based on the processes of its formal proposal and 

ratification – offers an admittedly incomplete account of this amendment’s initial authority.  A 

fuller account of that amendment’s authority based on principles and practices of popular 

sovereignty would also take into account its authority based on at least the four additional criteria 

identified in the introduction to this paper: 

(2A) processes of formal constitutional amending, beyond those set forth in Article V, 

involving “the people” and those acting on their behalf;  

49 For a fuller treatment of this issue, see Moore (1996). 
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(3A) principles of republican governance; 

(4A) the amendment’s instantiation of the people’s foundational political commitments; and 

(5A) the people’s affirmation of the amendment outside formal processes of constitutional 

amending. 

There is no need to assume, moreover, that this is an exhaustive list of relevant criteria of 

constitutional authority – especially if one seeks to move beyond accounting for authority based 

on principles and practices of popular sovereignty.  Nor have I begun to address questions about 

relationships between the amendment’s initial authority (and authoritative meaning) and its 

subsequent authority and meaning. 

 I will close by suggesting how some of that analysis may proceed (although many of the 

details remain to be worked out). 

 Across the second dimension, there remains a need to examine more fully the normative 

significance of direct action by the people along with representative actions on their behalf.  

Bruce Ackerman has argued that “the People” approved the Fourteenth Amendment through 

non-Article V processes of constitutional amending and that the amendment gained legal 

legitimacy from the outcomes of those processes rather than from Article V.  In that connection, 

he has relied heavily on the results of the 1866 midterm congressional and state elections.  He 

has claimed, more specifically, that those elections provided a popular “mandate” in support of 

the amendment.  When pressed, however, he has denied that “the People” spoke decisively at a 

single moment – instead emphasizing extended processes of constitutional representation by 

national institutions.50  Both branches of this argument have already been subjected to much 

50 Ackerman, We the People: Transformations (1998), p.  187. 
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critical analysis.  But Ackerman and others have treated the options as dichotomous:  either the 

Fourteenth Amendment became fully legitimate as part of the Constitution through non-Article 

V processes, or it did not.  I plan to reexamine those arguments while also seeking to account for 

the potential variability of authority across the various branches of this criterion (as with the two 

main branches of Article V examined in this paper).51 

 I have already begun to analyze the Fourteenth Amendment’s authority based on 

principles of republican governance, variously conceived.52  Madison relied primarily on a 

procedural model of republican governance that essentially equated it with representative 

governance.  That perspective has significant implications in relation to the Fourteenth 

Amendment and the processes of its proposal and ratification (especially taking into account 

restrictions on and expansions of the franchise).  I would also like to explore the relevance of 

more substantive notions of “republican governance” as committed to securing the “res publica” 

(public good, or public welfare). 

 The fourth criterion – instantiation of the people’s fundamental political commitments – 

is less conventional.  It proceeds from the idea that the U.S. Constitution and its norms and 

structures purport to represent “the people” upon whose authority it presumably rests.  To that 

extent that this representation has procedural dimensions, the fourth criterion overlaps the first 

51 That includes at least the 1866 elections, probably elections in the presidentially reconstructed SO, and 
almost certainly the state elections in the congressionally reconstructed SO.  Instead of assuming that any 
of these elections could provide a mandate for the proposed Fourteenth Amendment, I will examine that 
issue critically taking into account problems of political inclusion and exclusion including those relevant 
to assessing the Fourteenth Amendment’s initial authority based on Article V processes.  I will also 
consider the problems associated with attributing position-taking to electoral results, considering the 
multiplicity of issues at stake.  For representative actions, I will review Ackerman’s claims of popular 
representation by national institutions exclusively, along with dual/hybrid national-state models of 
representation paralleling Article V processes. 
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and second.  But the Constitution has also purported to represent “the people” and their 

constitutional identities and commitments substantively (not only procedurally).  In relation to 

the founding, I have explored the Constitution’s representation of the people’s rights – which in 

turn have both procedural and substantive dimensions.  I have also suggested that understandings 

of principles of republican governance have had substantive as well as procedural dimensions.   

These issues warrant further examination – including in the relation to the initial (and 

subsequent) authority (and meaning) of the Fourteenth Amendment.  At issue, among other 

things, is the extent to which that amendment, variously interpreted, has been consistent (or 

inconsistent) both with the people’s fundamental constitutional identities and commitments as 

authoritatively represented by other parts of the U.S. Constitution and also with constitutional 

identities and commitments not (yet) so represented. 

 The fifth criterion also flows from Madison’s analysis of problems of constitutional 

founding.  He treated this criterion as more forward-looking than the other four by suggesting 

that the Constitution would remain dependent on popular acceptance of its norms and institutions 

following its formal ratification.53  But I have suggested that this criterion may also inform 

analysis of problems of initial authority.54  Going further, I would like to draw on a version of 

that criterion to analyze distinct problems involving the Fourteenth Amendment’s initial 

authority.  Among the distinctive contributions of this criterion is that it may pick up 

contributions to constitutional development by those excluded from formal processes of 

constitutional founding and amending.  More specifically, it may pick up unofficial along with 

52 See, e.g., Moore, Temple (2004) and Moore, Slaughter-House (2006). 
53 See Madison, Federalist cite; Moore (2003), details. 
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official contributions to the creation and revision of norms by a full range of political participants 

(not only government officials, and not only those eligible to vote) through a variety of political 

processes (e.g., newspapers, public speeches and correspondence, and perhaps even private 

correspondence) and potentially even through politically significant forms of inaction and/or 

non-participation.  These issues likewise warrant further analysis. 

 Beyond all this are questions about whether and how constitutional norms may gain 

and/or lose authority (and retain and/or change authoritative meanings) informally – such as 

through official interpretive and enforcement processes, by the people’s reliance on them to 

construct and reconstruct constitutional norms unofficially, and the like.  These questions are 

also central to an adequate account of the Fourteenth Amendment’s authority and meaning 

across time. 

 In conclusion, much remains to be done. 

54 Moore, Handbook (forthcoming OUP 2015). 
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       Table 1:  Actual and Projected Votes in the 39th Congress For/Against Proposed Fourteenth Amendment (June 1866) 

 

  F=           
For 

    A=   
Against 

     
Absent 

       
Vacant 

 D1= 
voting 

 D2= 
mbrshp 

  F/D1 
    (voting) 

     F/D2      
(mbrshp) 

 
Actual Votes: 
 

         

House (Globe) 120 32 32 58  152 184 78.9%  (Y)  65.2%  (N) 
Senate (Globe) 33 11 5 23   44 49 75.0%  (Y)  67.3%  (Y) 
 
 
Projected Votes: 

         

          
Senate + Stockton (+1A) 33 12 5 22 45 50 73.3%  (y)  66.0%  (N) 

 
House + SO (+58A) 120 90 32  210 242 57.1%  (N)  49.6%  (N) 
Senate + SO (+22A) 33 33 5  66 71 50.0%  (N)  46.5%  (N) 
Senate + SO + Stockton (+23A) 33 34 5  67 72 49.3%  (N)  45.8%  (N) 

 
McPherson’s House (+18F +4A) 138 36 10 58 174 184 79.3%  (Y)  75.0%  (Y) 
McPherson’s House + SO (+58A) 
 
 

138 94 10  232 242 59.5%  (N)  57.0%  (N) 

          
 

          Y = above Article V’s 2/3 threshold for proposing a constitutional amendment. 
            N = below Article V’s 2/3 threshold for proposing a constitutional amendment. 
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Several SENATORS. Now let us vote on all 

the other amendments together. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. If such be 

the pleasure of the Senate, the qnestion will 
be taken collectively on all the other amend
ments. 

Mr. JOHNSON. I hope not. I want a 
ser,arate vote on the third section. 

The PRESIDING OFFICEB.. That is the 
next section. . 

Mr. HENDRICKS. I do not understand 
this. Can this resolution be adopted by voting 
on sections separately? . 

Mr. FESSE.'ii"DEN. No. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senate 

is now concurring in amendments made as in 
Committee of the Whole. · 

Mr. SHEB.MAN. No amendment was 
made to the third section. 

:Mr. HENDB.ICKS. That is what I want 
to understand. I understand that there is no 
amendment from the Committee of the Whole 
to t.he third section. · 

Mr. FESSENDEN. Yes, we struck out the 
third section as reported and inserted a sub-
stitute for it. . 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques· 
tion is on the amendment made as in Commit
tee of the Whole to the third section. 

Mr. JOHNSON. I ask for the yeas and· 
nays on that. 

1fhe yeas and nays were ordered. 
Mr. SHEB.MAN. The third section was 

the original section that came from the House 
disfmnchising the southern people from voting. 
That has been stricken out. 

:Mr. HOWARD. The question is on con
cnrrin~ in the amendment we made to the 
thi•·d section. 

Mr. SHERMAN. That was to strike out 
the third section which came from the House 
and insert :tnother. . 

The question was taken by yeas and nays, 
with the following result: 

YEAS-Messrs. Anthony, Chandler. Clark, Con
ness, Cowan, Cra,gin. Creswell, Davis. Doolittle, Ed
munds, Fessenden, Foster, Grimes, Guthrie, Harris, 
Henderson, Hendricks, Howard, Ho"'"· Kirkwood, 
Lo,no of Incliana, .Lo,no of Kn,nsAS, McDougall, Mor
gan, Morrill, Norton, Nye, Poland. Pomeroy, Ram
oey, Saulsbury, Sherman, Sprague\Stewart.,Sumner, 
Trumbull, Van Winkle, Wade, :Villey, Williams, 
Wilson, a.nd Yates-42. 

NAY-Mr. Jobnson-1. 
AllSEN'f-Messrs. Brown. Buckalew, Dixon, Nes

mith, Riddle, and W right-13. 

Mr. HENDRICKS, (before the result was 
announced.) I think the vote just taken is 
not correctly understood. 

The PB.ESIDING OFFICER. No discus
sion is in order; the vute has not been an
nounced. 

Mr. HENDRICKS. I am not going into 
any discussion, but I have a right to ask of the 
Chair the precise question. in time to let any 
gentleman change his vote if he desires to do 
so. The motion was not originally to strike 
out the third section as it came from the House 
and to insert another. They were separate 
motions. Then ought there not to be two 
votes upon this section now? 

Mr. SHEB.MAN. I suppose any Senator 
can call for a di viRion. 

:I.Ir. HENDB.ICKS. There is no need to 
call for a division because there were two dis
tinct motions. There was first a motion to 
strike out atid afterward a motion to insert 
something else. Now, the precise question 
befot·e the Senate is whether the third section 
as it came from the House shall be stricken 
out, and then there will be another question 
not yet voted upon by the Senate, whether we 
shall insert the third section wliich was agreed 
to as in Committee of the vYhole. That is the 
way it stands. 

Several SENATORS. Oh, no. 
Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. President--
Mr. CONNESS. I object to discussion at 

this time. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The dis

cussion is not in order ; the vote has not beim 
announced. 

Mr. JOHNSON. I am nat abeut to diseuas 

the question. The Senator from California 
need not suppose that I propose to occupy the 
time of the Senate unnecessarily. I T'roposed 
·to strike out the original third sect1on as it 
came from the House, · 

Mr. CON NESS. I· rise to a question of 
order .. It is not in order to discuss a ques
tion after the call of the roll has been com-
mence'd. ' 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The result 
of the vote has not been announced, but the 
roll .has been called. · · 

Mr. JOHNSON. If I am not in order I 
will take my seat; but it is barely possible that 
the Senator from California may not be in 
order .. 

Mr. CONNESS. I am quite aware of that; 
but I believe I have a right to mise the qlies-
tion of order. · 

Mr. JOHNSON. I do not object to that.. 
Mr. CONNESS. Very well; then le.t the 

Chair decide. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. No discus· 

sian is in order until after the· vote is an
nounced; but, by common consent, Senators 
may be allowed to explain their own votes, 
but no extended remarks can be allowed. 

Mr. CONNESS. There is no right to ex· 
plain a vote. 

Mr. JOHNSON. I moved to strike out the 
third section as it came from f,he other Honse. 
That motion was carried, and afterward what 
now appears upon the face of the resolution 
as the third section was proposed and adopted 
as a separate amendment. I voted just this 
moment·to strike out what was adopted. The 

. effect of that would have been to restore the 
original third section, perhaps, but I meant 
when that was done to move to strike out the 
third section so :ts to leave no such section. 

'l'he PRESIDING OFFICER. . On this 
question--

Mr. HENDRICKS. What question? 
The PRESIDING OFFICEfl.. The ques

tion was on concurring in the amendment made 
as in Committee of the Whole, which was to 
strike ant the third section and insert other 
words in lieu of it. The result of that vote is 
42 in the affirmat.ive and 1 in the negative. So 
the amendment is concurred in. The Secre
tary will read the next amendment. 

:rhe Secretary read the next amendment, 
which was to strike out the fourth and fifth 
sections, and to insert the following section in 
lieu of them: 

SEC. -. The validity of the public debt of the 
United States, authorized by l!tw, including debts 
incurred for payment o( pensions and bot:!ntics for 
services insu ppressing_irlsurrection or rebellwn. shall 
not be questioned. llut neither the United States 
nor any State shaH assume or puy unY debt or obli
gation incurred in aid of insurrcetion or rebellion 
a,gainst the United States, or any claim for the Joss 
or emancipation of any slave; but all such debts, 
obligations, and claims shall be held illegal and 
void. . • 

The amendment was concurred in. 
The amendments were ordered to be en

grossed and the joint resolution to be read n 
third time. The joint resolution was read the 
third time. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. This joint 
resolution having been read three times, the 
question is on its passage. 

Mr. JOHNSON. I ask for the yeas and 
nays. 

Severul SENATORS .. ~The yeas and nays must 
be taken, of course. 

The yeas and nays were ordered; and being 
talwn, resulted-yeas 33,, nays 11; as follows: 

YEAS-Messrs, Anthony,Chimdler, Cll11'k, Con ness, 
Cragin, Creswell, Edmunds.Fessenden.Foster,Grimcs, 
Ilan·is, Henderson, Howard, Howe, lGrkwood,.Lane 
of Indiunn., Lane of K11nsas. l\forgai:l, Morl'ill, Nye, 
Poland, .Pomeroy, 1\.nmsey, Shermn,n, Sprltgue, Stew
art, Sumner, Trumbull, Wade, Willey, Willbms,Wil-

soJ!iXY.~~Rf~~;;;:~!cownn, Davis. Doolittle, Guthrie, 
Hendricks, Johnson, 1\IcDougall, Norton, Riddle, 
Saulsbm·y, and Van Winlde-11. 

ABSENT-Messrs. Brown, Buckalew, Dixon, Nes
,mith, and Wright-5. 

- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The joint 
resolution is passed, having received the votes 
of two thirds of the Senate. 

.AD.JOURNMENT TO MONDAY. 
· Mr. HARRIS. I move that when the Senat~ 

adjourn to-.day, it be to meet on Monday next. 
l'he motwn was agreed to. . · ·' 

FORTU'ICATION BILL. 
Mr; ·MORGAN. I submit the following ' · 

port from the committee of conference on th!) • 
fortification bill, and I move that the Senate 
concur in the report: · , 

Tho committee of conference on the. disagreeing.: : 
votes of the two Houses on the amendment to the hill 
(H. R. No. 2o5) making approtlriations for the con
struction. preservation, and rep11irs of certain fortifi- ' 
cations and other works of defense for the year end- . 
ing Juno 30, 1867, having met, after full and f•·ee 
conference have agreed to recommend, aud do rec
ommend. to their respective Houses as follows: 

That the House of Representatives rocedo from· 
theh· disagreement to the amendment of the Senate 
to said bill and agree to the same. 

E. D. MORGAN, . 
L. M. MORRIL!-, · 
W. SAULSBURr, 

Managers on the ptwl of the Senllte. 
. H. J. RAYMOND, 

W. E. NIBT,ACK,. 
S.PERHAl\1, 

Managers on the part of the House~ , 
The report was concurred in. 

ENROLLED BILLS SIGNED. 
A 11).essage from the Honse of Representa, 

tives, by Mr. McPHERSON, its Clerk, announced 
that the Speaker of the House of B.epresenta
tives had signed the following enrolled bills; 
which were thereupon signed by the President -
p1'o tempo1'e of the Senate: · . . 

A bill (H. H. No. 15) authorizing document-· 
ary evidence. of title to be furnished to the 
owners of certain lands in the city of St. Louis; 
and · 

A bill (H. R. No. 281) to amend the postal 
laws. 

REPORT FROM A COMMITTEE. 
Mr. HOWE, from the Committee on Claims, 

to whom was referred the petition of Geqrge 
W. Tarlton, praying for the restorati011 of his 
pl'operty confiscated under proceedings ins(i-. 
tuted in the U nitecl States district conrt for the 
northern district of New York, submitted a. , , 
written report and asked to be discharged fl·om, .·· 
the further consideration of the subject. The',·. 
committee was discharged and the report was 
ordered to be printed. · . ' . 

Mr. HENDEB.SON. I move that the Sen-
ate adjonrn. · 

The motion was agreed to; and the Senate · 
adjourned. ------

HOUSE OF HEPRESENTATIVES. -
FRIDAY, June 8, 1866. 

The House met at twelve o'clock m. Pr&yer 
by the Chaplain, Hev. C. B. BoYNTON. 

The ,) oumal of yesterday was read· and 
approved. 

MU'riLATED NOTES OF NATIONAL BANKS. 
Mr. HUBBARD, of West Virginia, byumm

imons consent submitted the following reso
lution; which was read, considered, and 
agreed to: 

Re•olved, That the Committee on Banking and Cur• 
rency bo instructed to inquire into tbe expediency 
of providing by law, either by the establishment of 
a Burea\l of Redemption in connection with the . 
Treasury Dep>trtment, or such other mode ns. may 
be deemed most advisable, for the redemption of 
the worn-out, mutilated, n.ltercd, or disfigured bctnk 
notes issued under the national currency act, so as to 
obvi:tte the necessity of sending s1~ch ,notes to m~ch 
particular bank of issue forredempt1~n; nntl that ~he 
committee hav9 leave to report by bill or otherwise. 

Mr. HUBBARD, of West Virginia, moved 
to reconsider the vote by which the resolution 
was agreed to; and also moved that the motion 
to reconsider be laid on the table. 

The latter rrwtion was agreed to. 

niONUMENT TO LIEUTENANT GENERAL SCOTT. 
Mr. HALE, by unaniTJ?-OUS con.sent, submit

ted the following resolutiOn; whiCh was read, 
considered, and u.greed to: 

Re•olved, That the Committee on Mi!itory Affairs 
be instrueted·to inqllire into tho expediency of pro
viding br law for the creohon of a monument at 
W ost Pomt to the memory of L\entcnant G~1rera.l , 
Winfield Scott, and to report by btll or otherwu;e; 
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both branches of it, yet ru! wewerecm;npelled to unite 
on some measure-and we ffi;USt f]<ll Yield SOme of om; 
opinions upon various questwns.mvolved-tijero are 
five sections in this proposed artJCle-I feel bound to 
vote a_g:!1inst this amendJ:!lent o!fered by ~he Senator 
from Wisconsin, though 10 my JUd!tment 1t would do 
more than any other to heal t1led,ifficulties by which 
w.e are·sqrrounded." 

There is an open confession that he is about 
to vote against an amendment which he enter· 
tains no doubt would do more to heal our dif· 
ficulties than anything else I 

Now, sir, no man can excuse himself for a 
thing of that kind; and while I admire the hon
esty of his confession, that he is doing it for 
party and political purposes, yet I utterly detest 
the odious principle that he avows. for mere 
party purposes. · 

I ask the attention of the House to an extract 
from another speechl and, mark you, I am not 
now offering you ' copperhead" testimony. 
The extract is from a speech made by one of 
your great northern lights, the celebrated Wen· 
dell Phillips. I ask the Clerk to read it. 

The Clerk read as follows: 
"Mr. Phillips hoped tl;le Sen11ete'~ amen~ment_o~ the 

reconstruction plan would me.et With an l(rnOIIj,lmOus 
defeat, and that Massachusetts would rEl,)ect 1t. He 
would welcome ever;LDemocrat and copperhead vote 
to hel'[ its defeat. He would go a step further and 
said, hope that the Republican .Party, if it goes to 
the polls next fall on this basis, will be defeated. If 
this is the only thing that .the party has to offer, it 
deserves defeat. Tho Repub1ican party to-day seeks 
&nJ;;_ to s~ve i~ lif'l.- G~d gr~nt ~hat i~ ma~ lose it!" 

"1he Republicans go to the people in deceit and 
hypocrisy, with their faces masked and their con vic
tions hid; I hope to God they will be defeated 1 I 
want another serenade, not only to nncover the hid• 
den sentiments of a Cabinet, but to smoke out the 
United States Scnttte, that we may see how many of 
them range by the side ofSnpmer, Ben. Wade, Judge 
Kelley, and Thad. Stevens." ~. 

Mr. HARDING, of Kentucky. Ay, sir, 
some of the men named there have since given 
way and fallen, and. are no longer on Phillips's 
loyal list. As I said, sir, I am not reading 
southern testimony, or the testimony ·of cop
perheads; but. from this great northern light, 
the man who has done more for the Republi· 
can party than any other man in the country. 
He was raised among them ; he has affilia.ted 
with them; ·and he cannot be deceived as to 
their purposes. He charges that this Repub· 
lican party is going before the country wearing 
a mask of hypocrisy, with its visage masked, 
and that its object is not to amend the Consti· 
tution, but, as Senator SHERMAN says, to save 
the life of the Republican par.ty; and he says, 
"God-grant theymayl0se it!" Now, sir, I 
cannot call in question such authority as this. 
He must know what he is talking about,. and I 
have had read to you what he says. 

[Here the hammer fell.] 
Mr. STEVENS. I now, sir, move the pre· . 

vious question. 
The previous question was seconded and the 

main question ordered, 
-ENHOLLED BIL~ AND HESOLUTION SIGNED. 

Mr. TROWBRIDGE, from the Committee 
on Enrolled Bills, reported that the commit
tee had examined and found t•:aly enrolled 
an act (S. No. 328) for the relief of Mrs. Abi
gail Ryan, and joint resolution (S. R. No. 51) 
respecting bounties to colored soldiers, and 
the pensions, bounties, and allowances to their 
heirs; when the Speaker signed the same. 

HECONSTRUCTION-AGAIN. 

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. Speaker, I do not in· 
tend to detain the House-long. :A. few words 
will suffice. 

We may, perhaps, congratulate the House 
and the country on the near approach to com· 
pletion of a proposition to be submitted to the 
people for the admission of an outlawed com
munity into the privileges and advantages of a 
civilized and free Government. 

When I say that we should rejoice at' such 
completion, I do not thereby intend so much 
to express joy at the superior excellence of the 
scheme, as that there is to be a scheme-a. 
scheme containing much positive good, as well, 
I am bound to admit, as the omissiop of many 
Q~t_ter things. · 

In my yo nth, in my manhood, in my old age, 
I had fondly dreamed that when any fortunate 
chance -should have broken up fo11 awhile the 
foundation of our institutions., a)ld release~! us 
from obligations the most tyranJ;J.~cal that ever 
mar) imposed in the name of f1•eedom, t):tat the 
intelligent; pure and just men of this Republic, 
true to their professions and their c0nsciel,lces, 
would have so remodeled all ou·r ins.t)tntions 
a,s to have freed them from every vestige of 
human oppression, of inequality of rights, of 
the recognized degradation of the poor, and 
the superior caste of the rich. In short, that 
no distinction would be tolerated in this puri· 
fied Republic but what arose from merit and con· 
duct. This bright dream ha.s vanished "like 
the baseless fabric of a vision.'' I find that we 
shall be obliged to be content with patching up 
the worst portions of .the ancient edifice, and 
leaving it, in many of its parts, to be swept 
through by the tempests, the frosts, and the 
storms of despotism. 

Do you inqttire why, holding these views and 
possessing some- will of my own, I accept so 
impedect a proposition.? I answer, because I 
live among men and not among angels; among 
men as intelligent, as determined, and as inde· 
pendent as myself, who, not agreeing with me, 
do not choose to yield their opinions to mine. 
Mutual concession, therefore, is our only resort, 
or mutual hostilities. 

We might well have been justified in making 
renewed and more strenuous efforts for a better 
plan could we have had the cooperation of the 
Executive. With his cordial assistance the rebel 
States"might have been made model republics, 
and this nation an empire of universal freedom. 
But he preferred" restoration'' to "reconstruc· 
tion.'' ·He chooses that the slave States should 
rQmain as nearly as possible in their ancient 
condition, with such small modifications as he 
and his prime minister should suggest, without 
any impertinent interference from Congress. 
He anticipated the legitimate. action of the 

·national Legislature, and by rank usurpation 
erected governments in the conquered prov
inces; imposed upon them institutions in the 
most arbitrary and unconstitutional manner; 
and now maintains them as legitimate govern· 
ments, and insolently demands that they shall 
be represented in Congress on equal terms with 
loyal and regular States. 

To repress this tyranny and at the same time 
to do some justice to conque_red rebels requires 
caution. The great danger IS that the seceders 
may soon overwhelm the loyal men in Con· 
gress. The haste urged upon us by som!Jloyal 
but impetuous men ; their anxie~y to e'?J:>race 
the representatives of rebels; their amb1t10n to 
display their dexterity in the use of the broad 
mantle of charity; and especially the danger 
a1·ising from the unscrupulous use of patron· 
age and from the oily orations of fRlse prophets, 
famous for sixty-day obligations and for pro
tested political promises, admonish us to make 
no further delay. 

A few words will snffice to explain the 
changes made by the Senate in the proposition 
which we sent them. 

The first section is altered by defining who 
are citizens of the United States and of the 
States. This is an excellent amendmen~ long 
needed to settle conflicting decisions between 
the several States and the United States. It 
declares this. great privilege to belong to every 
person born or naturalized in the United States. 

The second sectiol! has received but slight 
alteration. I wish it had received ni.ore. It 
contains much less power than I could wish ; 
it has not half the vigor of the amendment 
which was lost in the Senate. It or the prop· 
osition offered by Senator WADE would have 
worked. the enfranchisement of the colored 
man in half the time. 

The third section has been wholly changed 
by substituting the ineligibility of certain high 
offenders for the disfranchisement of all rebels 
until1870. 

This I cannot look upon as an improve
ment. It opens the elective _franchise to.such 

: as the States cho.ose .. to a.dmtt. In my Jndg-

ment it endangers· the Government of the 
country, both State and national; and may 
give the next Congress and President to the 
rec~mstructed rebel~. With their. enlarged 
basis of representatwn, and exclumon of the 
loyal men of color from the ·ballot-box, I see 
no hope of safety unless in the prescription of 
v.roper enabling acts, which shall do jnstice to 
the freedmen and: enj.oin. enfranchisement as 
a condition-precedent. 

The fourth section·, which renders inviolable 
the public debt and rep~diates the rebel ~ebt,. 
will secure the approbatwn 9f all but traitors. 

The fifth section is unaltered. 
You perceive that while I see much good in 

the proposition I do not pretend to b~ satisfied 
with it.. And yet I am anxious for Its speedy 

'adoption, for I dread delay. The dangens that 
before any constitutional guards shall have been 
adopted Congress will be flooded by rebels 
and rebel sympathizers. Whoe\l'er has mingled 
much in. deliberative bodies must have observed 
the mental as well as physical nervousness ot 
many members, impelling them too often to 
injudicious action. Whoever has w:atched the 
feelings of this House during thetedious m\lllths 
of this session, listened to the impatient whis· 
pering of some and the open declarations of 
other.s ; especially when able and sincere men 
propose to gratify personal predilections by 
breaking the ranks of the Union forces and 
presenting to the euemy a ragged front of 
stragglers, must be anxious to hasten the result 
and prevent the demoralization of our friends, 
Hence, I say, let us no longer delay; take what 
we can get now1 and hope for better things in 
further legislatwn ; in enabling acts or other 
provisions. 

I now, sir, ask for the question. 
The SPElAKER The question .before the 

House is on concurring in the amendments of 
the Senate; and as it requires by the Consti· 
tution a two-thirds vote, the vote will be taken 
by yeas. and nays. 

Mr. DEFREES. I ask the consent of the. 
House to print some remarks upon this ques· 
tion, which I have not had an opportunity of 
delivering. . 

No objection was made, and leave was 
granted. [The speech will be found in the 
Appendix.] 

Mr. WRIGHT. I ask the same privilege. 
No objection was made, and leave was 

granted. [The speech will be found in the 
Appendix.] 

The joint resolution as amended by the Sen·
ate is as follows: 
Joint resolution proposing an amendment to the 

"t Constitution of the United States. 
Resolved bv the Senate and House of Repre.•entatives 

of the United States of Amedca in Oongreso aosembled, 
(two thirds of both Honse.s concurring,) That the fol· 
lowing article be proposed to the Legislatures of the 
several States as an amendment to the Constitution 
of the United States, whioil, when rati~ecl by three 
fonrths of said Legislatures, shall be valid as PILI't of 
the Constitution, namely: 

ARTICLE-. 
SEa; 1. All persons born or pat.url)oli~ed in the Uni· 

ted States, and subject to the JUnsdlCtlOn thereof, are 
citizens of the United States and of the State wherem 
they reside. No. State shal! J:!lake or e!'force a,n_ylaw 
which shall abndge the pnvlleges or 1mmumt1es of 
citizens of the United States; nor shall any State 
deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, 'YitJ;l
outdueprocess oflaw, nor deny ~oanyporson mthm 
itsjurisdiction the equal protectwn oft~e laws. 

l:lEC. 2. Representatives shall be apportwn~d among 
the several States according to their respectrv.e num
bers counting the whole number of persons m ea.ch 
Stat~. exclndlug Indian~ not taxed. B!'t when the 
right to vote at any electwn for the ch01ce of el~ct
ors for President and Vice President of the Umted 
States, Representatives in Congress, the executive 
and judicial officers of a St~tte, or the members of the 
Lcsgislature thereof, is denied to 'any of the male 
inhabitants of such State, being twenty-on~ years 
of age, and citizens of the Un!t~d S.tatc~, or m f!DY 
way abridged, except for participation 1.n rebelll'!n 
or other crime, the basis of reprcscntatwn thcrem 
shall be reducecl in the proportion which the number 
of such male citizens shall bear to the ~hole nnmber 
of male citizens twenty-oneye~trs of agom suoh State, 

SEC. 3. No person shall be a Senator or Repres~~t
ative in Congress, or elector qf .Presid_e~t :"?d d~e. 
President or hold any office, CIVil or m1hthan h uu. r 
the United States or under any State, w o, avmg 
previously taken an oath as a member of Congr~ss, 
or as an officer of the United States, or a~ a me'!' <;r 
of any State Legislature, or as au executive o.nu.(h·_ 
cial officer of any State, to suppoi·t the Constitut;on 
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of the United States, shall have.~ngaged in lnsurreo·· 
tion or rebellio~ against the same, or given ai\f or 
comfort to the enemies thereof. But Congress'may, 
by a yqte of two thirds of each House, remove such 
d1sab1hty. · '· · . 

SEc. 4. Thevalidityofthepublicdebtofth!' United 
States, authorized by law, includin~ debts m9urr~d 
for payment of pensions and bounties for serv1ces.m 
suppressing insurrection or rebellion, shall not be 
questioned. But neither the Urdted States '!Or a,ny 
State shall assume or pay an:V debt or obhgatwn 
incurred in aid of insurrection or rebellion against 
the United States or any claim for the loss or eman-1 
c!mttion of any ~laveh· but all such debts, _obliga
twns, and claims shaH e held 11legal and vo1d. 

SEc. 5. The Congr~ss s)lall havo PO'I'(e_r to enforo~, 
by appropriate legislation, the provlslOnS of this 
article. . 

The question was put on concurring with the 
amendments of the Senate ; and there were- · 
yeas 120, nays B2, not voting_ 32_;. as follows : 

YEAS-Me.ssrs. Alley, A!Iison, Ames, Delos R. 
Ashley, James M. Ashley, Baker, Baldwin, Banks, 
Barker, Baxter, Beaman, Bidwell, Bingham, Blaine, 
Boutwell, Bromwell, Buckland, Bundy, Reader W. 
Clarke, Sidney Clarke, Cobb, Conkling, Cook, Cul
lom, Darling, Davis, Dawcs,Pefrees.,Delano, Dodge, 
Donnelly, Dri•gs, Dumont -"ickley -"igglestou, Eliot, 
Famsworth, Fi\rquhar, Ferry, Clarfield, Grinnell, 
Griswold. H:1le, Abner C. Harding, Hart, Hayes, Hen~ 
derROn, Higby-, Holmes, Hooper, Hotchkiss, Asahel 
W. Hub hard·, Chester D. Hubbard, John H. Hubbard, 
James R. Hubbell, Jenckes, Julian, Kelley, Kelso, 
Ketcham, Kuykendall, Laflin, Lath:1m. George V. 
Lawrence. Lo:1n. Longyear, Lynch, Marvin, Me• 
Clurg, McKee, ~fcRuer, Mercur, 1.\tiiller, Moorhead, 
Morrill, Morris, l\iou\ton, Myers, N ewe}!, O'Neill, 
Orth, P~ine, Perlutm, Phel:ps. Pike, Plants, Pomeroy, 
Price, Willi>tm H. Randall, Haymond, Alexander H. 
Rice, John H. Rice, Sawyer, Schenck, Scofield, Shel
labarger, Sloan, Smith, Spalcling._ Stevens, Stilwell, 
Tbcwer, Francis Thomas, John L. Thom:1s, Trow
bridge, Upson, Van Aernam, Robert 'f. V(ln Horn, 
Ward, Warner, Henry D. Washburn, William B. 
Washburn, Welker. Wentworth. Wha.ley, Williams, 
James F. Wilson, Stephen F. Wilson, Windom, and 
the Speaker-120. 

NAYS-Messrs. Ancona, lMrgen,.Boyer, Chanler, 
Cotfrotb, Dawson, Denison, Eldridge, Finck, Gloss~ 
brenner, Grider An,ron Harding, Ho_lla.n, Edwin N. 
Hubbell. James 'M:. Humphrey, Kerr, Le Bloncl, Mar
shall, Niblack, Nicholson, S:1mucl J.ltandall, Ritter, 
Rogers, Ross, Sitgreaves, Strouse, Tabar, Taylor, 
'fhornton. Trimble, Winfield, and Wrigbt-32. 

NOT VOTING-Messrs. Anderson, Benjamin, 
Blow, Tirandegee, Broomn.ll, Culver, Demingt Dixon, 
Goodyear, Ranis, Hill, Demas li.u.bbard, Hulburd, 
J n.mes Hnmphrf?y, InK!}t~.Qll, J o_hnson, Jones, Kasson, 
William Law:ence, M~rston, McCullough, Mcindoe, 
Noell, Patterson. Radfor(l, Rollins, Rousseau, Shank
lin, Starr, Burt Van Horn, Elihu B. Washburne, and 
Wooclbridge-32. · 

The SPEAKER. Two thirds of both Houses 
having concurred in the joint resolution (H. R. 
No. 127) proposing an amendment to the Con· 
stitution of the United States, the joint reso
lution has passed. 

During the roll-call on the foregoing vote, 
Mr. KELLEY said: I desire to announce 

that Mr. ~ROOMALLi and Mr. WASHBURNE of 
Illinois, are paired with Mr. SHANKLIN upon 
this question. 

Mr. LAFLIN said: l' wish to announce th,Qt 
my colleague, Mr.: VAN HoRN, is paired upon 
this question wjth Mr. GooDYEAR. 

Mr. AN CON A said: My colleague, Mr. 
JOHNSO)I', is absent on account of sickness, 
and,is paired upon this question with Mr, RoL
LINS 'and Mr. MARSTON, of New Hampshfre:-

Mr. DARLING said: I desire to state that 
my colleague, Mr. J.A.MES HUMPHREY, is de· 
tained at home by sickness. If present he 
would have voted in the affirmative. 

r;, Mr. WINFIELD said: My colleague, Mr. 
\fl.ADFORD, is unavoidably detained from his 
seat:- If here he would have voted against the 
Senate amend'ment. 

Mr. ASHLEY, ofOhio, said: My colleague, 
Mr. LAWRENCE, has been called home in con
"sequence of the death of his father. If pres-
ent he wonld have voted "ay." _ 

Mr. COBB said: Mr. llfciNDOE is detained 
from his seat by illness. If here he would vote 
in the affirmative. 

Mr. MOULTON said: My colleague, Mr; 
IKGERSOLL, has gone home under leave of ab

' sence from the House. 
1fr. HART said: Mr. 'H:qBBARDA.) of New 

York; is absent on account or·death in his 
family. If he had been here he would have 
voted "ay." 

ll!r. WASHBUR]'f, of IrtdiaJ?a, said: My 
colleagne llfr. HILL, is absent by leave of the 
House. If here he would have voted in the 
3Jlinnative. 

Mr. ELbRIDGE. I desire to state that if 
Messrs. Brooks and Voorhees had not been· ' 
expelled, they would have voted against this 
proposition. [Great laughter.] 

Mr. SCHENCK. And I desire to say that 
if Jeff. Davis were here, he would probably 
also have voted the same way. [Renewed 
laughtel'.] . 

Mr. WENTWORTH. And so would Jake 
Thompson. 

The result of the vote having been announced 
as above recorded, 

Mr. STEVENS moved to reconsider the vote 
by which the amendments of the Senate were 
concurred in; and also moved to lay the motion 
to reconsider on the table. 

The latter motion was agreed to. 
The SPEAKER. The House is now en

gaged in executing the order of the House to 
proceed to business upon the Speaker's table. 

RIVER AND IIARBOR BILL, 

The next business upon the Speaker's table 
was the amendments of the Senate to House 
bill No. 492, making appropriations for the 
repair, preservation, and completion of cer
tain public works heretofore commenced under 
authority of law, and for other purposes. · 

Mr. ELIOT. I move that the House ·non
concur in the amendments of the Senate, and 
ask for a committee of conference on the dis
agreeing votes of the two Houses. 

The motion wa&-agreed to •. 
Mr. ELIOT moved to reconsider the vote 

just taken; and also moved that the motion to 
reconsider be laid on the table. . 

The latter motion was agreed to. 

STEAMBOAT INSPECTION ;LAW. 

The next business upon the Speaker's table 
was the amendments of the Senate to House 
bill No. 4 77, further to-provide for the safety 
of the lives of passengers on board of vessels 
propelled in whole or in part by steam, to reg
ulate the salaries of steamboat inspectors, and 
for other purposes. 

Mr. ELIOT. I move that the bill and 
amendments be referred to the Committee on 
Commerce. 

The motion was agreed to. 
EXAMINERS OF PATENTS. 

The next business npon the Speaker's table 
was Senate bill No. 350, to authorize the Com
missioner of Patents to pay those employed as 
examiners and assistant examiners the s·alary 
fixed by law for the duties performed byth'im; 
which was read a first and second time. 

Mr. JENCKES. I ask that this bill be put 
upon its passage now. 

Mr. RANDALL, of Pennsylvania. Let the 
bill be read. I want to know wha'\ it is. 

The bill was read at length. It authorizes 
the Commissioner of Patents to pay those em
ployed in the Patent Office from April I, 1861, 
until August 1, 1865, as examiners and assist
ant examiners of patents, at the rate fixed by 
law for those respective grades, provided that 
the same be paid ont of the Patent Office fund, 
the compensation thus to be paid not to exceed 
that paid to those duly enrolled as examiners 
and asl)istant examiners for the same period. 

Mr. JENCKES. This matter has been con
sidered by the House Committee on Patents, 
who have recommerrded it once during the last 
Congress and once during the present Con
gress. I call the previous question upon the 
passage of the bill. 

Mr. HARDINGl of Illinois; I move that 
the bill be laid upon the table. 

Mr. RANDALL, of Pennsylvania. I sug
gest that this bill better be referred to the Com: 
mittee on Patents. 

Mr. FARNSWORTH. I understand that 
·the Committee on Patents of this House· have 
examined this bill and decided to report una;n~ 
imously in its favor. • 

Mr. ROSS. Is a motion to refer the bill 
now in order? 

The SPEAKER. That motion is not now 
hi order, pending the motion to lay upon the 

tabie and the demand for the previous ques
tion. 
' Mr. STEVENS. I tnove that the House 

adjourn. 
The SPEAKER. Will the gentlemaon from 

I Pen?sylvania [Mr. STEVEJNB] withdraw the 
motwn to allow the Chair ·to lay before the 
House several executive communications? 

Mr. STEVENS. I will withdraw the motion 
for that purpose. 

])IRECT TAXES IN GEORGIA. 

The SPEAKER laid before the House the 
, following message from the President of the 

United States: 
To the Senate and House of Representatives : 

I communicate, and invite the attention of 
Congress to, a copy of joint resolutions of the 
Senate and House of Representatives of the 
State of Georgia, requesting the suspension of 
the collection of the internal revenue tax due 
from that State pursuant to an act of Congress 
of 5th of August, 181H. 

ANDREW JOHNSON. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., June 11, 1866. 
The message, 'With accompanying documents, 

·was referred to the Committee of Ways ·and 
Means and ordered t0 be printed. 

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE'--GEORGIA. 

The SPEAKER also laid before the House 
the following message from the President. of 
the United States: 
To the Senate and House of Representatives: 

It is proper that I should. inform Congress 
that a copy of an act of the Legislature of 
Georgia of the lOth of March last has been 
officially communicated to me, by which that 
State accepts the donation ofland for the ben· 
efit of colleges for agriculture and the mechanic 
arts, which donation was provided for by the 
acts of Congress of 2d July and 14th April, 
1864. · ANDREW JOHNSON. 

W ASHIJ\GTON, D. C., June 11, 1866. 
The message was laid upon the table and 

ordered to be printed. 
DRAFT IN PENNSYLVANIA, 

The SPEAKER also laid before the House 
a communication from the Secretary of War, in 
answer to a resolution of the House of Repre· 
sentatives of the 11th instant, in regard to the 
draft in the eighth congressional district of 
Pennsylvania. , 

Mr. 4,NCONA. Imovethatthiscommuni
cation be )?rinted and referred to the Commit· 
tee on Mihtary Affai.r's. 

The motion was agreed to, 
BRITISH AMERICAN TRADE. 

The SPEAKER also laid before the House 
a communication' from the Secretary of the 
'freasury in answer to a resolution of the House 
of ReJJresentatives of March 28, 1866, calling 
for information in r.egard to commercial rela
tions with British America. 

The question was upon ordering the commu· 
nication to be printed. 

Mr. DAVIS. Can an objection be made at 
this time to the printing of this communication? 

The SPEAKER. It is customary to order 
the printing of all executive communications 
without putting the question to the House, 
unless obje!ctions be made to the printing. 

Mr. DAVIS. I object to the printing of this 
communicatioJl. . 

The SPEAKER. Objection being made, the 
question of printing will be submitted to the 
House. 

Mr. DAVIS. Before the question is taken 
.I desire to say a single word upon it. If I 
understand this commnnication--

Mr. WENTWORTH. What is the question 
before the House'( 

The SPEAKER. It is whether the commu
nication from the Seci·etary of the. Trea~~ry 
in regard to commercial relations with Brtt1sh 
America shall be printed. 

Mr. WENTWORTH. Before that question 
is voted upon, or even debated, I ins.ist that t.he 
comtuunication shall be read. I ObJect to one 

• ., 
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PREF .ACE. 

This volume is a reprint of my Political Manuals, issued in 1866, 1867, 1868, 
1869, and 1870, with revision and corrections to date and with some additions, 
and includes tho political facts of the most momentous legislative period in 
the history of our country-that between April 15, 1865, and July 15, 1870. 

During it occurred the great controversy between President JOHNSON and 
the Thirty-ninth and Fortieth Congresses, which resulted, among many minor 
features of significance and importance, in the enactment ~f the Civil Rights 
act and the Tenure-of·Office act; t.he overthrow of the Presidential plan of 
Reconstruction; the remission to military rule of the lately insurrectionary 
States, except Tennessee; the prescription by Congress of the terms of their 
restoration; and the adoption, by Congress and the requisite number of State 
Legislatures, of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United 
States, which distinotly defines citizenship and places it under constitutional 
protection, and of the Fifteenth Amendment, which settles upon ·a new basis 
the question of suffrage in the United States, and modifies the relations of the 
States to it-all which measures indicate the era referred to as unquestionably 
the most remarkable in our legislative history. 

It has been my effo1·t to preserve in these pages the record of the various 
steps by which these ends have been reached, so that it may be entirely prac
ticable for the student of them to trace their d()velopment from the first sug
gestion to the final shape. 

A glance at the Table of Contents and the Index will indioate the scope of 
the work, and the thoroughness and detail which characterize it; and a close 
examination of its pages will, I trust, leave no room to doubt that it has been 
prepared in a spirit of fairness and impartiality, and that it may be accepted as 
an actual contribution to the political history of our times. 

The general plan of the work is the same as that of the Political History of 
the United States during the Rebellion, but differs from it chiefly in its having 
been arranged in annual parts. The advantagll in this i!, that it exhibits mor0 
clearly t.he growth of legislation and of pnblie sentiment on each question, year 
by year. Tho disadvantage is, a small increase in the labor of inveeiigatiOL 
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It is hoped, however, that the completeness of the Index, both ns to subjects, 

persons, and parties, will enable 811, without difficulty, to command ready access 

to the multitude of facts which will be found in these pages. 
Part I contains a full statement of the Orders and Proclamntions and the 

generalnction of President JoHNSON, in the development of his policy of restor

ing the insurrectionnry States to their places in the Union, by cnlling constitu
tional conventions in each, on an indicated bnsis, and by suggesting certain 

action therein as preliminary to restoration. It nlso contains the legislation 

of those orgnnizations respecting the colored population recently freed, and the 

various 1\Iessages, Speeches, Letters, and Proclamntions of the PRESIDENT in 

vindication of his policy and in resistance to that of Congres~;~. This part will 

also be found to contain the full text of the majority and minority reports 

of the Joint Congressional Committee on Reconstruction, with the text of 

the Fourteenth Amendment, as finally adopted by Congress and submitted 

to the Legislatures for their action. This amendment having been rejected 
by the Legislatures in the insurrectionary States, chosen under the action 

of President JoHNSON, Congress subsequently adopted the decisive measure of 
dividing those States into five Military Districts, providing for their re-organ

ization on the basis of, substnntially, Universal Manhood Suffrage, and pre

scribing the conditions on which they would be entitled to representation in 

Congress. 
Part II contains the texts of these various measures, the Veto Messages of 

the PRESIDENT in disapproval of them, and the various Votes by which they 

were passed over the veto by two-thirds of each House. 
Part III contains all the proceedings connected with the proposed impeach

ment of President JoHNSON by the Fortieth Congress, with the Articles of 

Impeachment in full, the answer of President JoHNSON, the Replication of the 

House, and the Judgment of the Senate thereon. It also contains a digest of 
the Orders of the Military Commanders and their general action under the 

various Recon'struction acts, with an abstract of the Constitutions prepared by 

the Conventions called under them. 
Parts IV and V contain the remaining record of Reconstruction, the final 

votes in Congress upon the adoption of the Fifteenth Constitutional Amend

ment, President GRANT's action thereon, the votes of the various State Legisla. 
tures, and the final certificate of the Secretary of State announcing its ratiication 
as an amendment to the Constitution. Besides these great measures, the interest 
in which will scarcely abate as long as our present system of government 
remains, in this volume will be found all the Decisions of the Supreme Court of 
tho United.States during this period, on the more important public questions 

which came before it, such Bfl the Habeas Corpus, the Legal-Tender, and the Test
Oath cases; the right of States to taJVNational .Banks; the right of the United 
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States to tax State Banks; tho right of a State to tax persons passing through it.; 

the validity of contracts in confederate money, and the effect of express con
tracts to pay coined dollars; and sundry opinions in United States Circuit and 
State courts. Besides, in it will be found all the votes in Congress upon general 

questions, such as the Public Credit act, Banking and Currency legislation, the 
Tenure-of-Office act, the Civil Rights act, Internal Revenue, Tariff, nnd Land

grant legislation; the various Messages, Proclamations, and Orders of Presidents 
J onNsoN and GRANT; the votes of Congress on political declaratory resolutions; 

the platforms of parties, both State and N a tiona!, from 1866 to 1870; the returns 

of State and Presidential elections; Tables of Population, Public Debt, Land

grants, Taxation, Registration, Disfranchisement, Expenditures and Appropri

ations, Revenue receipts and reductions, Lists of the Cabinets of Presidents 

JoHNSON and GRANT, and of the Members of the Thirty-ninth, Fortieth, and 

Forty-first Congresses; and an extended political and military miscellany, which 

will be found to include almost every thing of permanent interest connected 
with national politics during the period referred to. 

This volume takes up the thread where it was dropped .by that on the Re

bellion, and it is naturally a companion to it. That gives the record of tho 

steps by which Secession was accompliE~hed, and Disunion attempted, as well as 

of those by which Secession was resisted and Disunion defeated. This gives the 

equally portentous record of the means by which, the War over, the Govern

ment and people of' the United States reaped its fruits, and especially the 

memorable steps by which four millions of slaves, formerly knows as chaUels, 
became incorporated, first into the civil, and next into the political, body. 

In the various votes given, the names of Republicans are printed in Roman, 
of Democrats, and of those who generally co-operated with them, in italic. 

EDWARD McPHERSON. 
W ASHINGTON1 D. C., April 20, 1871. 
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"VOTES ON PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMEWJ.lS. 

The Constitutional Amenllment, aa Finally 
A.llopted and Submitted to the Legislatures 
of the Statu. 

tion or rebellion against the eame, or given aid 
or comfort to the enemies thereof. But Con· 
greee may, by a vote of two-thirds of each 

IB SEBATE. house, remove such disability. 
1866,Juue8-The Amendment in these words, SEc. 4. The validity of the public debt of the 

M finally amended, o;;-aa brought to a vote: United. States, authorized by law, i.ncluding 
Joint resolution prol f1!ing an amendment to the debts . mcurred for p;tyment o.f pcnswns ~nd 

Consti'tution oi the United States. bountlesfor servJcee m suppres~m~ Jlleurrechon 
, or rebelhon, shall not be questwned. But nei· 

Reso.ved ?Y the Se'!'ate and House ~{ f!.•'PT.c· ther the United States nor any State shall as· 
untattves oj the Untied S!ates of Amen.r.a tn eume or pay any debt or obligation incurred in 
Oongres~ assembled, (two-thu.ds of b.oth llouses aid of insurrecbon or rebellion against the U ni
concurnng,) Tha.t the followmg artlcle be pro· ted States, or any claim for the loss or em:tnct· 
posed to the leglslatures of the ~ev~ral States pat ion of any slave; but all such debts, obli ll· 

as .an amendment. to the Cone~Jtutwn of the tions and claims shall be held illegal and voi~ 
Umted State~, whl~h, when rattficd by t~ree· SEc. 5. The Congress shall have power to en• 
fourth~ of sa1d leg~~latures, shall be vahd as force, by appropriate legislation, the provisions 
part 01 the Constitu.IOn, namely: of this article. · 

ARTICLE 14. I It pn.. .. ed-yeas 33, nays 11, as follow: 
SECTION 1. .A.ll persons born or naturalized in YEAB-Mesarz~. Anthony, Cha011ler, Clnrk, ~onncs&. Cr_a~ 

the United Stat~s and subject to the jurisdic- ,On, Cre,;wcll, Ednmnrls. Fe~d~ndtm, Fol:ltcr, Onmcs, Unrns. 

tion thereof, sue ~itizens of the United States !~c~~~r:~.~l: ~lo;;=:~:: ~~~~~i1~1k~~~~;1~;~37 ~~~:;:;:·ftt~~ 
and of the State wherein they reside. No State Bf!.V, Sherman, Spmgne, Stcwnrt, Smnncr, •rrumbull, Wade, 

eha!l make o~ ~nforce ~ny Ia~. which. ~ha.ll w~~i'~\~1~=~~-"·~~~~~~· ~:~.~=~~~little. Guthrie, Hen-
abndge the pnv1legea or 1mmnntt1es of Citizens drick!t, Jo1m:~on, McDO'U{}all, Nortou, Jliddle, Saulsbury, 
of the United States; nor shall any State de· Vnn Winkl<>-11. . 

Prive ana, person of life liberz or property A~ENT-lleBBI'II. Drown, Bucl<ai<U1, Dixon, Nwmth, 
• • ' Wnght--6. 

without ue process of law, nor eny to any per· lB H 
son within ita jurisdiction the equal protection . OUSE. 
of the Jaws. June 13-The Amendment passed-yeas 138, 

SEa. 2. Representatives shall be apportioned nays 36, as follow : 
a.mo!lg the several Stat~s according to their res- A&~T:;;-j~~!~~"r,f1~~1•11:~~~;;:.~m~'::~~ith~!:~n;:~k~,D~!~~~: 
pect.tVe numberS, COUDttng the Whole DUmber Of Baxter Uenrnan 1JeUjJtmht.JJitlwc11 IJin,..hnm Dlninc Dlow 
persons in each .State, excluding Indians not Doutw~ll, nra.ndegoe~-.l}nn~wnii_, 1D;oom~11. ll~tckltuui, llnn~ 
~xed. But wh_en the right to vote a_~ any elcc .. g~.i~~~Da:~·~~~~nJt:~~~~";:!!"~'.nf~~~~~(>:;lJh~J:~~~.Ir~~;~~!: 
tt?D for t~e chmce of ele~tore for Pre~udent and Dixon,_BO~Donm•lly,Drigbrs, Dumont, l':!ckiC'Y, }~gglestou, 
"Y•ce-~restdent of the Umted S~ates, rep~ese_n!a- £1iot,,-:'.fll~ns!".~rtb, Fnrquh!lr, Ferry. Onrftold, Orinuoll, Oria-

tiveB In Congress, the executive and Jlldtc~al b;,t~;.ra1~1t~;,';e~~f[~~~h~f;8~1;~\11:1n\V~if!~~~~~~0t"b:~:fr 
officers of a Sta~e, or .the members of the le&lB· D. lln~rl,Domn• Ilul!l>;>rd,jr.,John IJ.II~bbnrd, .James R. 
lature tbereof,.ts dented to any of the male 1n- Ilo'ltbell, Hulburd, ~11, Jcnckes, Julian, Kuaaon, Kel· 
habitants of such State, bei~~:g twenty-one years ley, Kelso, Kotc~~ru~r,-KUji'kendsU, Lnftlu, Lathnm, George 

of age, and c~tizens o£ the United ~tf_'tes,_ or !n ~~~~:~~~~-i:.·~~'C~u!:,~:~~:~.~d~~~~~~~r;,~ft~t~1;: 
any way abndged, except for part1c1pat10n 1n Aloorhond, Morrill, Morri•, MoultOJl, Mym, Newell, O'Neill, 
r~bellion f!r other c!ime, the b~ts of represen_ta- ~:;~,:~~~:·~l .. ~1\W~:"j1~e~~~~,~~~~~~r.h~;;n~i!j,· ~~~~~~~::r~l 
Ito~ therem shall be reduced 1n th~ :rroportJOn Rice, John 11. Rico, 1\QIIios, Sa\\'yor, Schenck, Scoflchl, 
wh1ch the number of such mnle cthzens shall Shellabarger, 81onn, Siiril1f; S}mhling, Stenms, SlillweU, 
bear to the whole number of male citizens twenty- Tbnyer, Fmnch1 ThoniAa, John J,. TllomRs, Trowt.n·jdgt!, tT{;-=--\ 

f 
· 1 S son, Vnn A~rnam, Durt Van JJorn, Rotert T.~'an Uor!!t .. 

OD9 yean 0 age JO SUC 1 tate. Wnrd, Warner_...Btlthu-D. WRShhurne, Henry D. Wnshburn, 
SEa. 3,. N? person shall he a senator or. rep· "llliam n.~·u~,.':Wclker, Weo.tworth: Whalcy,.Wif· 

resent~tlve tn. Uongress, or elector of Pr~st~ent ~~~:f;~.Jtb~e; 1,e~ke:~~a:._tepheu F. W1lson, "lodom, \\ ood

u~~ Vtce-Prestdent, or .hold, any office, ctvll or N.ns-l'tlessrs . .Ancona, Rtrgal, Boyff', Cllarrltr, Coff,·oth, 
m1htary, under the Umted States, or under any Daw•rm~Eldridge, Fine/<, Glmbrenner, Grider, 

State, who. having previously taken o.n oath, as :,~:e";. f.T~~n.~on,' K;::.~· f:10~'/c~, I~•;!~:f~fr~n~,~;:J,;,f:::;,:: 
0. ~ember of Congress, or 119 an officer of the .Niblack, _]{icjaobrm, Radfur£(, Smnud J. Randall, Jliltt:r, 
Untted States, or as a member of o.ny Stnte le- Rogerr, Koi111, Shanklin, SUgrt.tzve.~. Strou.e, Thbt.J", Taylm·, 

gisla.tnre. or a.s an executive or ju~ici~l officer of Th~to:~T~~i~~s~~~fi;1:,-,.!~~9~~'!;.r, Harril,, ~ 
1\UJ Stl\te, to 5UllPOit tile <Jon2tJtut10n of the. J~mea \umphrey Jones Mcindoe Noell Rousseau Bt'ai'I!!>' 
United &tates, shall have engaged in insurrec· 10. ' ' ' ' ' 
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VOTES ON CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS. 103 

. Prolimina~y Prooeodi_n~s. . I n1r!:fl:~~~~11~~~::~~~j;;o!~~:r.~~~:::r~~~·~d~~t~: Pnor to the ndoptlOo of t.ho JOlllt resolution Clllrke,ShlnoyCiarke,Cobh,Conklln,..,Cook,Dorro('fii,Dixon, 
in the form nLovo stated, these reports were Driggs, Dumout, Eckley, Ejgleoton, Eldn'dqe,EIIot, Gri<kr, 

made from the Joint Committee, and these vote9 ?,;~;~~1li:,::;:;,7 fr:~~':;'·11.~~i:~g;,~~~~~f· ~rri"~·bt~::d~ wore taken ru the two Houses: Dornu HubbArd, Ingersoll, Julian, KPIIey, Kelso, iltn·, wu. 

IN HousE. . ~k~u:i~~:,n~~j~;d::,or;1~r~:~·Al:i':;?l~: ~~~:,',~~: ~ftl:~~; 
April 30-Mr. Stevens, from the J omt Select O'Neill, Ortb,Pnhae,Patterson,Perbam,Pike, Pri,.e,Joho U 

Commi.Ltee on Reconstruction reported a joint g:~~~cf.i~~·fte~:U~!;,k~:~~~:itat!;~.r~s;!i~i',~g.~;e~~~~; 
resolul10n, n..CJ follows: Jo'mucls '!'homos, John L. Thomns ThorntQtl Trowbridge 

A joint resolution propos in? an amendment Upson, Wnrd, Ell!hu D. WMhbur~e, \Velker,1JRmeeF. wu~ 
to the Constitution of tho United States. son, Stephen F. \lilson, Wiodom. Woodbrldgo-84. 

· d · d b NAYS-l\lessrs. All(ly, Ancona, Delos R. Ashley, Jame11 M. Be tt resolv~ I &c., (t.wo-th~r s of . oth Houses Ashley,Baker,DaJdwin,Darkcr,Ueuman,Benjamin,B~:rgm, 
concurring,) That the follow tug artlcle be pro- llinghnm, Dlnine, Dlow, Boyer, Ducklaud, Bundy, Co.J/rot.hy 

posed to tho legislatures of .the.severnl States as ~~~/;,::'~~~!l'1~, ~:;.',~w~~::;~~e~~~;.:~f,~:~~~~~.•:;l:,~ 
an amendment to the Constttut.ton of the Untted br{!nn.er, Goodyen.r,Grlswold, Uayes,llendersoo, Chester D. 
Stat<Js, which, when ratified by three-fourths of Ilubhard, .Jameo R. llubbell, Hulburd, Jamesllumphrcy, 
said legi~latures, shall be vahd as part of the ~~~~=!"v. ~::~:~c!"~~~>?~.~'j}!:,'i!~l\:~a~~~; t~W~!':; 
ConstitutiOn, namely: Miller, 1\loorben.d, ~Jorris, !tfyera, Newell, Phelps, Plants, 

ARTICLE- Radfurd, 8amutl J. RandaU, WiiJ,am II. R~J~nd11ll, Ray ~pond, 
, k. Alexander II.JUce, Sil9rtave1, dmith, Stillwell, Strouse, SEc. 1. No State .shall ma ~ ?r enfor~e any Jaber, Tuylnr, Thayer, Trimblt, Burt Vau Horn, Hobert 'f. 

law winch shall abndge the pnVIIeges or Jrnrnu- Van llorn, Wurner,lleory D. WMhburn, William B. WBBh· 
nities of cit.izens of the United States. nor shall burn, Whal•y, Williams, JITi'!f'•dd, Wrighl-79. 

nny St:tte deprive any person of life, 'liberty, or The joint resolution, as above printed, then 
properLy without d.ue pro~es~ o~ law, nor deny passed-yeas 128, nays 37, as follow: 
to any ,Person Wltlun Its ]UriSdlctwu the equal' YEAB-Mossrs. Allr.y, Allison, Ames, A_ndt>reon, Delos R. 
protectiOn of the ln.ws. Ashley, Jnmt:s !\1. Ashlo~·· Da_ker, DaJdwm, llnnks, Dnrkcr, 

SEc. 2. H.cprcscnta.tives sl~all be app.ortioned :~~~:~~~~~e~~:)~:;~1!r:~~~:~~~~:~~~c~\:~~~n~u~~~~eR~!~:; 
among the several States wluch may be tnclnded W. «)lnrko, Si.dney Clarke, Cobb, €onkllo'i\ C"?k, Cullom, 
within this Uni_on, according to their respective ~~d~~.gh.!;.";~riy~D;~;is.~:~:;t,~~J:i':;, E~~~~f~n?E~fo~; 
numbers, count.mg t.!1e who~e number of persons Faruawortb, .l'~rry, uarfield, Grinnell, Griswold, Abner C. 
in each State. excludmg In dum~=; not taxed. But Hnrding, llnrt, Jlnyea, Henderson, lligb,r, Holmes, Hooper, 

whenever i? any State t!1e ele.ctive fra.n~hise ~~b'i.~~~~J~n·.~~·~.'iiu~~~t"'~u~t~:~~r ,V~.!,le~b~~~~~:'.:;:: 
shall be dented to any portiOn of It.~ male CitJZens Ingersoll, Jenckes,Jullun, K&Ssou, Kelley, Kelso,Kotcbam, 
not less than twenty-ono years of age, or in any Kuykendall, La.llin, Georp:e V, J .. awrence, William Lawrence. 

'~·ay abridged, e~cept for ra~ticifation in re~el- ~fc':,~·~~~~~~-,~arii~~c~~:' ~~~1r;,~_01i!!~~!:~~·at~r~~~~ortio:a~~; 
lion or other crt me, the bas1s o representa.hon Moulton, Myers, Newell, O'Neill, Orth, Paine, Patterson, 
in such t:itate shall be reduced in the proportion Perham, Pike, Plaut•, Price, \\}llfam H. Randall, Roy mood, 
which the number of sucl1 male citiz~ns shall ~~~~=/d~"811~·1 ,!t~:g~r~i~~~f~1~~e,s~:~~~:;~~i~;.<,'j·1?rt~~~~: bear to the Whole number of male CltlZODS not Jo'rancis Tbomas, Jobn L. 'l'honms, TrowltridgEt, Upson, YRo 
less than twentr·one years of age. Aernnm .• IJurt V~n Horn, Robert •r. Yan Horn, 'll'ru;d •. War-

SEa 3 Unti the 4th day of July in the ncr, Elhhu 11. lhshburu.e, llenry D. Was~ bum, Wilham D. 

year i870, all persons who voluntarily 'adhered ~~~~~~;~·i~X~~~.e(v~:~t~~~~~.Jt'b~&~!~~!~~~~~••Pheo F. 

to the htte insurrection, giving i~ aid and com- D~,!,';,':;:-~r:r::I;:.'F;';;~!. ~[!,~':.;..!':!,':,• ==~. ~~: 
fort, shall ~e excluded from the nght to vote for .Aa .. on Hurdi,.g, num·

1
, Km·, Lnrham, LtBI.ond,Marshall, 

representatives m CongresH and for electors for NcCullough, .Nibl.acl:, Phelps, Jlaclford, Samuel J. Randal~ 
President and Vice-President of the United Rilt~r.llngc,·B, Rou,ltous.iettn, Slmn1.-li'•· Silgrttn:u, fhnttb, St"t &route, Taber, 2bglor, .7'hunlton, Trimb~ Whaley, JP,J!fidd. R cs. . . lVright-31. 

"EC. 4. Netther the Umted States n~r ":"Y The amendments of the Senate were m•vle to 
State sh~ll assume or pay any debt or obhgah.on this proposition, when it was finally adopted by 
alren.dy .mc'!rred,,or whw~ may hereaft.er be. In· each House in the form first stated, 
curred, 111 a1d of msurrechon cr of war agamst ' 
the United States, or any claim for compensation 
for loss of involuntary service or labor. 

SEa. 5. The Congress shall have power to en
forco, by appropriate legislation, the provisions 
of this article. 

Objection having been made to its being a 
sr,ecial order for Tuesday, May 8, and every day 
t 1ereafle1' nntil disposed of, Mr. Stevens moved 
•· suspension of the rules to enable him to make 
•hat motion ; which was agreed to-yeas 107, 
nnys 20. 

The NAYS were: lfeeers. Ancona. Btrgen, B"!!er, (>)jfroth, 
Dawso11, Eldridgt!, Finck, Crid'.r,.Aaronliarding, James M. 
llmupl,r~:!l, [,nthnm, .Mar·1halt, 1\.ihla.ck, lw"'ir.llOlaon, RitUr, 
Rot~. Strouae, Taylor, Thorntrm, JVinfield-20. 

May 10-Mr. Stevens demanded the previous 
question; which was seconded, on a count, 85 
to 57; and the main question was ordered
yeas 84, nnys 79, as follow: 

The Aooompauylng Bills, 
April 30-Mr. Stevens, from the BArno com· 

mitLee, also reported this bill : 
A Bill to provide for restoring the States lately 

in insurrection to their full political rights. 
Whereas it is expedient that the States lately in 

insurrection should, at the earliest day consistenL 
with the future peace and safety of the Union, 
be restored to full participation in all rolitica) 
rights; and whereas the Congress did, by joint 
resolution, propose for ratification to the legis
latures of the seveml Statea, o.s an amendment to 
the Constitution of the United States, au arucl~ 
in the following words, to wit: 

[For article, see page 102.] 
:Now, therefore, 
Be it enacted, &c., That whenever tho abovo· 

recited amendment shan have Lecoma part ,f tho 
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